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Hank Lazer
SUMMERS IN CAPITOLA
They sat under
green and white striped
umbrellas. It's what
they would have done
beside some river
in Russia. They played

cards, kibbitzed,
and told jokes with punchlines in yiddish.
They stayed in
the shade and left the beach
pale as when they
got there. No one
swam in the ocean.
Then they drove back
to San Jose and
their clothing stores:
The Mayfair,
The Style Mart,
The Merry Mart.
And then they'd
decide to go again
next year and stay
in the same cottages,
or somewhere a little
nicer, maybe on
the river, if
business went well.
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1463 HANCHETT AVENUE
At my grandparents' house
when I was little
I took things apart,
peeled off the sycamore bark
to get a long strip,
then broke it apart,
chewed the cherry
until I felt
the smooth pit
slide on my tongue.
I wanted to open up
the spinnet piano
and see why one key
wouldn't make a noise.
I remember something
ab~ut ducks in the backyard
and a brick fence,
and a basement
that was always locked.
Sometimes grandma would
let us down there
to look at my uncle's
football helmet, a stack
of old books, a folded up bed.
Everything else seemed
awkward and too jewish
to play with. In the garage
I'd find their blue Dodge.
We picked cherries and apricots
in the backyard, but rarely
quicker than the birds.
We had Passover there
every year, and I still
remember the spongy texture
of kreplach
6

in the matzo ball soup.
Passover there was informal,
more a meal than anything else,
and the occasion for grandpa
to hide the afikoman
and be his happiest
giving us each
a silver dollar.
We ate on card tables,
read a little
out of the Haggadah,
and made up our own rules.
Years later I sat in the backyard,
held my grandpa's hand,
and my grandma's hand,
and asked him to tell me
what was going on.
The family knew
he was crazy
but lacked specifics.
aHe told me how there were
two of his wife,
the mean one
and the nice one,
how they both knew
everything about him.
Grandma sat and cried.
I asked him which one
was there now. He looked
at me hard and said,
I don't know.
He asked me,
which one,
which one is it.
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ELEGY FOR MY GRANDFATHER,
CHARLES GOODMAN
1

The museum being too crowded,
we wandered in Golden Gate Park
through the tea garden
where the bronze buddha
seemed packed with death.
And I felt a face within my face,
a second presence twisting
under my sleeping face.
I could feel grandfather's face
trying to surface through my own,
and my own face
refusing to bloom.
2

Sometimes I am greedy to know
what my own dying will be like.
I am the grandson who is good
at research. I begin each time
with my relative closest to death.
As into an exposed mountainside
I look for a vein,
a pattern of disintegration.
There is my grandfather
who again is having his visions.
He is afraid of getting caught.
He sees two of his wife.
He thinks he knows
which is the second one
but he can't trick her.
Even the mean one,
the one who wants his money,
knows so much about his family,
down to the color of his mother's eyes.
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3
There are long silences.
Rows and rows of these.
He becomes everything that beckons.
Maybe when he is so quiet,
maybe then he is making
a pilgrimage. Stunned,
he is remembering the ice
cracking under his feet, the deep
unfrozen currents of the river
pressing up against the layer of ice
as he ran, the first
of his family to escape Russia.
And now he stops to bend and drink.
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CORNER OF MOORPARK AND WINCHESTER
He thought about donating
his office's comer lot to the city
provided they'd name the park
after his father, Chaim,
forty years a grocer on the Eastside.
He had felt no great love
for his father, and saw
the park as a substitute.
Also a tax write off.
His real estate business
had been there, a noisy comer
over the new freeway named after
Father Junipero Serra who
converted Indians and had them
build his own highway of adobe missions.
First, he got out of The Merry Mart.
There he'd been in business
with his wife's uncle,
a man who habitually woke up late
and had an answer for everything.
They never quarreled,
but no love was lost
when he decided to sell his half
and try another line of business.
He went into real estate
with his doubles partner.
Twice they'd made state finals.
He learned insurance too,
then quit when he'd
gathered together enough in"estors.
He built a golf course, the city's
first night-lighted operation,
nine hilly, difficult holes,
and right for no one. ,
Experts like himself played better courses,
and the hackers wanted to play
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something flat and easy.
He hung onto that business
for five years. The new clubhouse
didn't make a difference, neither
did changing pros or greenskeepers,
nor the addition of
a club-shaped swimming pool
beside a round one for diving.
Developers built a tract at the foot
of the hilL golf names
for all the streets:
Augusta, Wedge, Hole-in-One,
and Pebble Beach.
What saved him
was nothing but the way land,
any land, was skyrocketing
in San Jose, just named
an All American city.
Baptists bought the golf course
and turned it into a religious center.
After another stretch in real estate
he moved ninety miles south
and bought a liquor store
near an Army base.
Eight years later he was back
in real estate.
Still, he's done nothing
with the comer lot.
He leases out the old office
and collects rent on a large
billboard. As you drive
into San Jose you see it above
the freeway, a big display sign
for a local white bread,
a boy's face frozen in a grin,
behind him, every ten seconds,
a slice of bread pops up.
11

DEATHWATCH FOR MY FATHER'S FATHER
There is no catching you
by the coattails,
informal in your joy
like the piled blue
bathrobe relaxed
at the foot of your bed.
Your tongue is turning to dust,
raspy like a cat's tongue.
Parts of stories
keep coming to you,
dust motes
settling on a windowsill.
Whatever does reach you
lands like a water spider,
floating downstream
to the moist sedge and reeds,
to the hollow bamboo,
to an ancient swamp,
somewhere your feet have never been,
where your feet will be damp again
like fresh grass on a grave.
The touch of your hand
steams on my arm.
We begin to laugh
and a fog separates us.
You have all you need
with you, knowledge
of four alphabets,
the disposition to listen,
and the desire to leave again.
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KERENSKY
I have a tape in my study
of my grandma Fanya.
She sat in a webbed chair beside
the pool while my wife
floated on an air mattress in
a world of different concern.
Fanya knew what we were up to
as Billy and I tried to ask
the questions we would always
want to know. We asked
about Russia and the journey out,
Manchuria and Japan, the hicktown San Jose which she left
after a year and then returned to
never to leave again. Somewhere
on that tape in the middle is
a moment when she was fourteen,
the youngest at the ball, tall
and slender in her beautiful dress
when she saw Kerensky, in 1912,
and Fanya remembers the face
of that handsome impractical man,
the same Kerensky I saw
at Stanford in 1968, in the fall,
an old man walking lost
down a long row of palm trees,
with nothing better to do
than walk and order his thoughts.
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BEGINNING
for Chaim Lazer
On this your yahrzeit
I could tell you about
the place where I am writing,
Harris Lake in Alabama,
next to the aluminum boat shed.
Two sunken boats
are chained inside.
I could tell you
that decay
fascinates me,
but it would not be true.
I could tell you
how poems
concern themselves
with ultimate· things,
but apparently
you know all you need to.
I could tell you
that Leon died last week,
or that the Middle East
still has no written peace,
but Leon is buried
a few feet from you,
and of what concern
is Israel to you now.
So instead
I could tell you
that we still think of you
often, but we don't.
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The only true thing
I can tell you
is that for me
you are the beginning
of poems,
where my first words
turn, and though
I can tell you
nothing you need to know,
you never stop me from beginning.
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ARTICLES

Excellence and

Equality*
Hobert W. Burns

..This article was adapted from comments delivered at the Honors
Convocation, San Jose State University, April 29, 1983.

L

ET me open by thanking President Fullerton, Chairman Burstein,
and the Honors Committee for inviting me to address this
particular audience. As I wrote in my letter of acceptance," ... there are
simply no words adequate to express my feeling .... [that] my peers have
judged me worthy ..."to speak to this group, composed of the best and
the brightest of our 20,000 students. 1
Thus my sentiments are precisely those of Wallace Albertson, a Trustee
of The California State University, when three years ago before another
Honors Convocation she said
This is my type of occasion.
By that I mean ... I like taking part in a ceremony in which
we unabashedly are willing to acknowledge that inequality
does in fact exist in this world; and in a democracy, at that.
It pleases me that in a country too often carried away with a
simplistic interpretation of the maxim that 'All men are
created equal,' we will, as we do today, publicly and without
embarrassment admit that all men-and women-are not
equal, in capacity, or achievement; that as a matter of fact,
some among us do achieve more than others" .... [because]
'Excellence means superiority. And that means that since all
cannot excel, some are necessarily inferior.' 2

It is on that presupposition I offer for your intellectual audit this thesis:
excellence in education is inhibited by an extreme egalitarianism, and an
overemphasis on equality must necessarily come at the expense of excellence, in education and society. 3
More specifically, my argument is that unless we restrain extreme
egalitarianism we run the risk, first, of brutalizing excellence in educa-
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tion; second, of endangering liberty; and finally, of extinguishing any
expression of a meaningful equality in our schools, our society, and in our
lives.
Let me underscore the incompleteness and inadequacy of what you
will hear this afternoon. I ask you to take these comments as a first step,
perhaps awkward and maybe even wrongheaded, which may prompt
you to think more deeply about the issue and, hopefully, generate
sounder scholarship thari these polemics pretend to offer.
The exploration of any thesis on the theme of equality might well start
with a quotation from Alexis de Tocqueville:
It has been said a hundred times that our contemporaries
[ca. 1835] are far more ardently and tenaciously attached to
equality than to freedom; but ... for equality, their passion is
ardent, insatiable; they call for equality in freedom; and if they
cannot obtain that, they still call for equality in slavery.4

This is the ultimate danger: in our passion for equality we may sacrifice
liberty. More specifically in the educational context, our justifiable and
defensible drive for equal educational opportunity may lead to the sacrifice of academic excellence. By sacrificing excellence in education we
endanger the very foundations of liberty; for more than any other, a free
society demands and depends upon excellence for its survival.
If it is to be intelligible, a discussion of equality requires that we define
the key term. As Thomas Sowell has written,
'Equality' is one of the great undefined terms underlying
much current controversy and antagonism. This one
confused word might even become the rock on which our
civilization is wrecked. 5
But there is no meaning of equality" to which all will nod and subscribe, as the term or concept is not self-defining. Certainly the meaning
of equality'' is neither as clear nor as simple as the egalitarians would
have us believe. Even so, some commonly understood and accepted elements of the application of equality ought not be impossible to identify.
Whatever else may be meant by the term "equality," surely it means at
least that each individual has or should have worth or dignity in common; that each individual has or should have common civil, legal, and
political rights; and that each individual has or should have common
access or opportunity in the pursuit of happiness.
But does it mean more than that? Can it mean more than that?
Certainly the egalitarians put more meaning to it than a reference to the
rights which we share in common because we are, first, human beings
and, second, citizens of a particular republic.
11

11
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Many egalitarians assume that "equality'' means "identicality." In this
definition equal rights means identical rights; equal treatment means
identical treatment; and equal opportunity means identical opportunity.
While dictionary definitions solve few disputes, it is instructive to note
that the Oxford Universal Dictionary gives comfort to the egalitarians, for it
defines "equality'' as"... freedom from fluctuation or variation. To make
uniform. To level. To match." 6
Working from such a definition and other considerations more
ideological than lexical, extreme egalitarians conclude that no one should
be better or be judged better in any way than anyone else; that no one
should be treated differently than anyone else; that if conditions of status
or result or achievement are not identical they are not equal, and
therefore intolerable in a society of equals. The egalitarian morality therefore requires society to make uniform, to level, those differences by
placing artificial restraints on some and providing special treatment for
others.
It takes no logician, of course, to observe the contradiction in such an
egalitarian thesis: in the name of equality inequalities are justified.
Egalitarianism of this variety is not merely contemporary. Its history is
traceable from the pre-Socratics, but perhaps its most well-known formulator was Jean Jacques Rousseau, who argued that because nature erred in
making individuals unequal society must remedy nature's mistake by
aiming to make them equal.
But the social remediation of nature is not easily if at all accomplished:
for individuals can be made equal only at the cost of liberty, if then, and
equality apart from freedom seems not a frail definition of slavery.
Always perceptive, Aristotle identified the danger of egalitarianism,
that it easily leads to extremes. He summarized the illogic of much egalitarianism by noting that its error lies in the belief that if individuals are
equal in any respect then they should be equal in all respects-a fallacy
which justifies a universal generalization on the basis of an existential
specification. One consequence of this, as Edmund Burke pointed out, is
that "Those who attempt to level never equalize...." 7
But one need not subscribe to the classic liberalism of Ed~und Burke
to conclude that egalitarianism, rising out of a quasi-religious fervor,
which often subordinates hard facts to soft beliefs, frequently denies that
there are any innate differences in capacity, assigning any and all human
variation to nurture and the evils of society rather than to nature and
individual differences. From this it is concluded that social or environmental conditions which create, permit, or tolerate differences must be
controlled or eliminated. To say that is 1984 ish or Brave New World ish may
do some disservice to Rousseau, but certainly not to the contemporary
egalitarians who insist that all should be as alike as peas in a pod, the pod
of equality cum identicality.
Equality as identicality can only refer, even if then, to the political rights
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we assign to ourselves, individually and collectively, in a social compact.
It cannot possibly refer to individual skills, abilities, interests, potentials,

efforts or achievements, for none of us is equal in those respects, if by
"equal" we mean "identical." And those are the respects that constitute
the differentia of our lives, and give our lives significance and meaning.
John Gardner, a passionate defender of equality who fears the dangers
of egalitarianism, is well aware that an egalitarianism
... which ignores differences in native capacity and achievement, has not served democracy well. Carried far enough, it
means the lopping off of any heads which come above dead
level. It means ... the individual smothered by the group. And
it means the end of that striving for excellence which has
produced mankind's greatest achievements. 8
Egalitarianism, when it assumes the root metaphor of "equality'' is
"identicality," in practice leads to a levelling, a commonness, a sameness,
that can only be called mediocrity; a mediocrity which, faster than rabbits,
breeds more of the same. The eventual result of a well-movitated but
mean-spirited egalitarianism must be, as that gloomy Dane, Soren
Kierkegaard, predicted, a mediocrity which is"... unrelieved by even the
smallest eminence." 9
But if" equality'' is not to mean "identicality'' what might be an alternative definition which would not endanger excellence but would respect
and protect the clear and common intent of "equality''-that all
individuals are or should be possessed of common civil, legal and
political rights as well as those of human dignity?
Let me offer, for your consideration and critique, the suggestion that
these ends-nay, these means and ends-are better achieved if, instead of
finding the meaning 'of "equality'' in the concept of "identicality'' we find
that meaning in the concept of "equity." Again, the Oxford Universal Dictionary may be instructive for it defines "equity'' as "fairness. Impartial.
Even-handed. Fair and right." 10
The fundamental and significant difference, of course, is that "equality''
as "identicality'' implies uniformity and conformity, the twin scourges of
excellence; but "equality'' as "equity'' implies variation, pluralism, and a
moral and legal respect for individual differences and achievementsthe very themes of the liberal democratic society. Here we have a
meaning of "equality'' which can be in harmony with and extend those
very themes.
Ralf Dahrendorf illustrated this argument for "equality'' as "equity''
when he wrote that·
... equality is there for people to be different, and not for the
differences of people to be levelled and abolished ....All men
20

are equal in rank and right as human beings and citizens, but
they differ in their abilities and aspirations. To deny such
differences is to deny life-chances, thus liberty. 11
The metaphor of "equality'' as "equity'' raises the fundamental question of equitable treatment: how ought we treat one another? As T. V.
Smith made clear, in order to treat individuals as equals we must first
recognize their inequalities and, having eliminated spurious
inequalities-such as those based on race, creed, color, sex or age-the
social task and obligation is one of letting each individual " ... shine
where he can ... [and on] this approach, we must give men equal opportunities in order to discover and to tum to full account their different
abilities." 12
On that consideration, and with Ralf Dahrendorf, "I have always
assumed that equality provides the floor of the mansion in which liberty
flourishes; it is condition, not purpose; equal opportunities are opportunities for unequal choices ...." 13
In the free society, in the liberal society, the full expression of equality
thus comes in equality of opportunity, and "equality'' as "equity'' means the
liberty to pursue individual excellence on the basis of a freedom whose
meaning is explained, but not exhausted, in terms of the existence of
alternatives, the right and the ability to choose among existing alternatives or to create new ones, and the opportunity to try to implement the
life choices that one makes. 14
But the egalitarians even pervert the meaning of equality of opportunity by a circuitous rationalization that if equal opportunity does not
yield equal results then those unequal results prove the opportunities
were not equal.
The only justification for that rationale would occur if all individuals
were in fact equal, that is, identical, in their natural gifts or abilities; equal,
that is, identical, in their interests or efforts; and equal, that is, identical, in
their purposes. Yet thousands of years of human experience have failed
to sustain such a rationale, and a theory of equality which flies in the face
of human events ought not be awarded a great deal of trust.
Thomas Sowell puts pay to this egalitarian argument by observing that
Beethoven could not play center field like Willie Mays, and
Willie never tried to write a symphony. In what sense are they
equal-or unequal? .... A good umpire calls balls and strikes
by the same rules for everyone, but one batter may get twice as
many hits as another.
In recent years we have increasingly heard it argued that if
outcomes are unequal, then the rules have been applied
unequally. It would destroy my last illusion to discover that
Willie Mays didn't really play baseball any better than anyone
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else, but that the umpires and sportswriters just conspired to
make it look that way. 15
There are internal logical difficulties within the egalitarian argument.
Even assuming that equal opportunities should imply equal outcomes,
the undeniable fact of unequal abilities and differential efforts would
yield unequal outcomes in the context of equal or even identical opportunities. Thus, once again, it is clear that the achievement of equal
outcomes must necessarily be artificial and forced. As Keith Joseph puts
it,
... despotism is needed to impose equality of outcome, and
this means that to achieve equality of outcome, gross
inequality of power is necessary.... But inequalities of power,
such as must exist in an egalitarian society, continually erode
the rule of law so that, even in societies which are supposed to
be democratic and constitutional, the rule of law becomes
weak or non-existent. 16
Indeed, do we in fact want equal outcomes? Whose mind could justify
equal outcomes in which the indolent student gets as high a grade as the
hard-working student, the careless fool as much as a careful and intelligent craftsman," or the careless, boorish teacher as much as the careful
and inspiring teacher? 17
To conclude that equal treatment of unequals is unjust is foolish. Yet in
the name of justice that is what the egalitarians commend to us, and
where we reject that commendation they attempt to force upon us-by
law and policy-a theory of "equality'' whose practical implementation
mandates the forced imposition of inequalities.
Perhaps that is why Daniel Patrick Moynihan asserts "There exists no
populist groundswell in favor of abolishing standards of academic
excellence. The real danger . . . comes not from people but from the
govemment." 18 He goes on to say that, for many, "The egalitarian
ideology ... espoused [is] really just an excuse to avoid having to be
judged ... by standards of excellence." 19
So much for excellence at the hands of the egalitarians.
11

II
It remains now to offer a demonstration, somewhat brief, of the
pertinence of these considerations to the conduct of education. That
demonstration is not hard to make because egalitarianism, introduced
into the university, brings with it many threats to such values and
practices as academic freedom, faculty governance, academic standards,
and academic control of the curriculum and its contents.
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One of the most pernicious threats to academic excellence and
standards can be called the doctrine of epistemological democracy, the
belief-found even in universities-which holds that all opinions are of
equal value and worth. Let me use this doctrine to illustrate but one
egalitarian danger.
As scholars we will admit, we must insist, that any opinion be
considered. In one sense the market-place of ideas offers for sale nothing
but opinions, none of which is to be eliminated or scoffed at based upon
its source alone. But opinions that are not sold in the market-place of
ideas because they fail the tests of reason or experience, or because they
are of a nature such that they cannot be put to such tests or their holders
will not submit them to such examination, cannot well be considered the
equal of those which find validation by the test of reason or verification by
the test of experience.
As citizens as well as academics we will admit that
No principle is more fundamental to democracy than that
everyone has a right to his own opinion, and that everyone
has a right to express it. Anyone has these rights no matter
how wrong, how ignorant, how stupid he [or she] may be.
Because we ought to be willing ... to defend this principle, we
ought to take great care not to confuse it with a counterfeit
version that maintains that anyone's opinion is as great as any
other's [because] this counterfeit obliterates the difference
between knowledge and ignorance .... 20
Thus any testable idea is of equal value as hypothesis, but not all ideas
are of equal value as consequence, conclusion, or course of action.
Yet that is precisely what the extreme egalitarians insist upon: that to
differentiate among opinions is undemocratic. It is undemocratic, we are
told, because a differentiation which implies the mind and thought of
some is superior (or inferior) to the mind and thought of others demeans
the moral equality of all. And when that opinion is challenged, lo, they
who challenge it are pilloried for offering an opinion that cannot be considered as of equal value!
Almost two decades ago when, discussing the lack of a sense of excellence in so many teachers, Charles Brauner and I expressed the fear that
too many
. . . may teach and grade after the manner of bullsession
rhetoric without realizing that there is a level of scholarship
quite beyond [their] own acquaintance, hence totally beyond
[their] students' reach .... 21
This is not to say all epistemological democrats are such because they
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know no better. It is to say that many are such because their extreme egalitarianism has led them into a sloppy sentimentalism in which they
confuse the common moral worth of each of their students with the differential abilities, potentials, and efforts of their students; and from that
they conclude that comparisons and judgments which reflect differential outcomes and achievements somehow denigrate the moral
worth of students and are to be avoided.
"There is a body of opinion," says Roben Fleming, former president of
Michigan University,
... which takes the view that the educational world would be
improved if we never made any comparisons between
individuals, and if our records reflected nothing more than a
kind of equality among students. This seems to me a total
delusion .... When we act as though all students are equal we
deceive only ourselves. 22
Epistemological democracy, based upon a real or willful failure to
perceive qualitative differences among individuals, completes the
separation of opinion from knowledge, of judgment from fact, and of
error from truth. It is a separation, based on a mindless sentimentalism,
which in effect dooms the hopes even of those whom it pretends to help:
the underprivileged, the less-well endowed. It is"... the worst form of
coildescension." 23 It is vicious condescension. It is a condescension
because it assumes many, perhaps most, students are beyond hope of
academic excellence. It is vicious because it converts that assumption into
a self-fulfilling hypothesis. Thus in the name of justice the egalitarians rob
students even of the opportunity to discover the world of academic excellence, and the pride, satisfaction, and benefits that excellence yields.
Is what I have said/grossly unfair? Is it far-fetched to suggest that an
uncontaminated egalitarianism introduced into the schools subverts the
goal of academic excellence and, by so doing erodes the belief that th"e
free society can be perpetuated and improved only by an informed, welleducated citizenry? Was Thomas Jefferson wrong-headed in his conviction that
There is a natural aristocracy among men. The grounds of
this are virtue and talents.... The ni'tural aristocracy I consider
as the most precious gift of nature, for the instruction, the
trusts, and government of society. 24
Was John Adams wrong-headed in the conviction
That all men are born to equal rights is true. Every being has a
right to his own, as clear, as moral, as sacred as any other being
24

has.... But to teach that all men are born with equal powers
and faculties ... is ... gross ... fraud. 25
What I have said is not grossly unfair. The definition of equality as
"identicality," the separation of knowledge from opinion in epistemological democracy, have contributed to the obvious, acknowledged, and documented decline in the quality of education from preschool through graduate school.
John Gardner, himself a famous proponent of both equality and
excellence, encapsulates the dangers of what I have called "epistemological democracy'' when he deprecates the idea

... that the individual should never be faced with a severe challenge,
that he should never be called upon for even minor sacrifices, that
asking him to undertake arduous duties is a form of injustice. 26
As illustration, Gardner says
The academic lock-step . . . in which all youngsters are
advanced a grade per year regardless of ... performance was
among other things a device for preventing insidious comparisons between individuals. The underlying philosophy [of
this] was stated by one educator in these terms: 'Any school
system in which one child may fail while another succeeds is
unjust, undemocratic, and uneducational.' 27
There it is: epistemological democracy at its fullest development. To
undertake arduous duties is a form of injustice, because some may fail! A
school in which some may fail is undemocratic!
How perceptive was de Tocqueville when he wrote
The evils which extreme equality may produce are slowly
disclosed; they creep gradually into the social frame; they are
seen only at intervals; and at the moment at which they
become most [dangerous] habit causes them to be no longer
felt .... 28
So we come all but full circle, for it is in the name of justice that extreme
egalitarians defend the equal treatment of unequals; and it is in the name
of justice that the epistemological democrats defend the subordination of
mtellect to ego, of knowledge to opinion, and the substitution of therapy
for teaching.
No honors student or faculty member here this afternoon is unaffected
by egalitarianism in education. The honors student-or any studentwhose essay, research paper, or judgment reflects faithful and sustained
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effort and thought, and finds his or her work no more highly received or
considered or valued or rewarded than that of the student who just lazes
through, may have been treated equally but certainly not equitably; and
his or her reputation has been no less robbed of real value and defamed
than one who has been slandered or libelled.
Such egalitarianism in education contributes to grade inflation, and
just as purchasing power is devalued in an inflated economy; so too is the
value of an academic degree cheapened by inflated grades. Honors
students, especially, are penalized by such egalitarianism, for what would
it mean to be an honors student in a program or a department where the
grade point average is 3.5 or higher?
And faculty members are affected when the egalitarians ". . . reject
[academic] apprenticeship, when [they] scorn the learner's role [through
epistemological democracy, when they] demolish the path that leads on
to [scholarship] and mastery." 29
Professors should strive to understand the needs of
students, but they need not forsake their own role nor for one
moment doubt its validity. With respect to the subject at hand
there is an inequality that can only be altered through the hard
process of learning. 30
That hard process of learning, that master-apprenticeship relationship, defies an epistemological democracy which asserts one opinion is as
good as any other, in which any achievement-or lack of achievementis as good as any other.
The relationship between students and faculty is not
inherently equal. As Daniel Bell has said, 'The University is
dedicated to the authority of scholarship and learning and to
the transmission of knowledge from those who are competent
to those who are capable.' That is the essential mission of the
University. 31
But the university cannot do its job if the elementary and secondary
schools do not do their jobs, and that is why all schools must resist what
John Gardner calls the intellectual"slovenliness" which has attacked us,
like dry-rot eating away at solid timber. 32 Only academic excellence,
based on firm and high standards, can retrieve education and, retrieving
it, contribute -to a strengthened democracy which is guided by the wisest
and best that Jefferson's natural aristocracy can yield up.
That is why, once again, as Trustee Albertson said quoting John
Gardner,
Those who are most deeply devoted to a democratic society
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must be precisely the ones who insist upon excellence, who
insist that free men are capable of the highest standards of
performance.... The idea for which this nation stands [and, as
Trustee Albertson added, 'the idea for which The California
State University ... stands' 33) will not survive if the highest
goal free men can set themselves is an amiable mediocrity. 34
In sum, an equality of political rights is the cornerstone of the edifice of
liberty, for without equal rights there can be no house of freedom. But an
egalitarianism which moves beyond, which becomes extreme, must be
resisted. It must be resisted because it denies the natural distinctions and
differences that are the source and foundation of human excellence, that
excellence which is required if liberty itself is to survive.

III
We all remember Hans Christian Andersen's fable about the fraudulent
tailors who conned a vain emperor and his bureaucrats into believing
they were weaving a wonderful suit of clothes visible only to those fit for
high office so that the entire bureaucracy and the emperor himself, fearful
of being exposed as unqualified for leadership, pretended they could see
the clothes and praised them as being miraculously beautiful. All others
in the kingdom, lest they admit their incompetence, affirmed the
existence and beauty of the emperor's new clothes until a child,
uncorrupted by self-deceit or the fear of being honest, spoke the plain
and simple truth and declared the emperor was naked.
Unfortunately, neither history nor fable records what happened to the
child for speaking up. But we can imagine.
It is the extreme egalitarians who would persuade the schools that they,
too, have woven for us a wonderful set of academic standards of such
authenticity and beauty as to help all and harm none. And of course those
who cry that the new academic standards, like the emperor's new clothes,
are non-existent expose themselves as unfit for leadership and high
office.
Fortunately, neither history nor fable yet records what will happen to
those who speak up.
What are those who speak up saying? That there is an inescapable relationship between the kind and quality of education and the kind and
quality of society we shall have; that there is an organic and causal relationship between standards of excellence in education and the preservation of a free society in highly complex, technological, and interdependent world; that academic standards which fail to discriminate on the
basis of academic achievement deceive students and society and so
betray both; that the fact of individual differences in ability, effort, and
achievement no more can be defined away by egalitarian political and
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educational theories than can human desires for individuality and
freedom be defined away by authoritarian social theories; that the
destruction of academic standards and excellence, as exemplified by the
extreme egalitarians, must be reversed if excellence in education is not to
be immolated and the phoenix of a new and sophisticated authoritarianism in both school and society rises from the ashes.
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The Historical Context
Solentiname is more than the name of a group of islands located on Lake
Nicaragua near the port town of San Carlos. Within the world
community, Solentiname has become a symbol of a people's capacity to
evolve, to achieve a new level of personal consciousness and creativity.
This is reflected in their artistic expression in the media of painting,
sculpture and poetry, as well as in their building the cooperative
Christian community, Nuestra Senora de Solentiname.
The peasants of the Solentiname archipelago live in one of the most
beautiful but isolated regions of Nicaragua. For many years their subsistence was conditioned by a "series of calamities," a "lack of everything''
which included food, clothes, medical care, and schools. The peasants
accepted these conditions as their (ate until1966 when Emesto Cardinal
(Fig. 1) bought land in Solentiname, and with his friend William Agudelo
moved there.
Emesto Cardinal had been ordained a priest in 1965 at the Seminary of
La Ceja near Medellin, Colombia. Medellin had been the location of a
historic meeting of Latin American bishops in 1963. This Catholic
conclave was inaugurated by Pope Paul with the words, "We wish to
personify the Christ of a poor and hungry people."
The theology of liberation and participation which evolved from this
conference conflicted directly with Somoza's view: "I don't want educated people, I want oxen." 1 Prior to the revolution, fifty-five percent of
Nicaragua's 2.2 million population were peasants. 200,000 had no land of
their own, while the Somoza family alone owned five million acres or an
area approximately the size of El Salvador. 1
During the next twelve years Emesto and William established a
relationship with the peasants that touched all levels of their existence.
Beginning with a series of meetings, the contacts culminated in a weekly
Sunday mass celebrated by Emesto in •the formerly abandoned Solentiname church. Mass was followed by a discussion of the meaning of the
gospel. "We began to analyze our situation, to discover that God manifested, created, people to be people with a right to live, to maintain themselves with dignity." These are•the words of Olivia Guevara, the mother
of one of the first peasant families to befriend Emesto.
Slowly, along with their new understanding of the Bible, many of the
formerly passive peasants and their children committed themselves to
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Fig. 1. "Ernesto Cardinal," as painted by the poet Julio Valles Cnstillos in the
1970s.

the liberation struggle initiated by the FSLN (Frente Sandinista Liberaciim
Nacional) against the repressive Somoza dictatorship. Increasingly, the
right to live as human beings with freedom and dignity necessitated that
some of them take up rifles instead of plowshares and paintbrushes.
Ernesto said, "Every authentic revolutionary prefers nonviolence to
violence, but he does not always have the freedom to choose." 3
Not only did young men and women from Solentiname participate and
die in the first insurrection at San Carlos in 1977, but many also continued fighting until triumph came in 1979. Others, including Alejandro
and Ivan Guevara, still remain in the militia or in the Sandinista army
defending their revolution.
After the San Carlos insurrection, Somoza' s guardia nacional destroyed
the physical structures of Solentiname: the church, communal workshop, library, collection of musical recordings, museum of pre-Columbian
artifacts and peasant paintings, and the homes of Ernesto and William.
Significantly, painting was not permitted by the guardia and had to be
done secretly.
But the peasant-painters continued to work while living in exile like
Miriam Guevara, or in jail in Costa Rica like Juan Arana, or in hiding in
Managua like Carlos Garcia. After the war, painting workshops were
organized by the Ministry of Culture in which dona Olivia and Miriam
Guevara participated. They travelled to towns and cities north of
Managua inspiring others to paint.
The spark of creative confidence ignited by Ernesto in Eduardo, the
first Solentiname peasant-painter, multiplied and grew so rapidly that the
"primitive" paintings of Solentiname seemed to outsiders to be
Nicaragua's national art style. In the early 1970's Ernesto collected many
of the works and exhibited and sold them not only in Managua, but also in
Latin America, the United States and Europe. The money earned from
sales of the paintings freed many of the peasant-artists from total dependence on agricultural work, as well as giving them the opportunity and
incentive to continue developing their creativity.
The term "primitive" is often applied to the essentially self-taught
Solentiname peasant-painters who are neither formally nor academically
trained. "Primitive" is also a label used by some art critics to imply
inferior quality or technical crudeness. Such conceptual patterns make
clear the links between cultural values, aesthetic prejudice, and mainstream norms.
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The overall effect of most Solentiname landscape painting is dazzling
and jewel-like because of the artists' ability to observe and depict minute
details, the surface textures of flowers, trees, leaf forms, birds and
animals. (Figs. 2 and 3) A flowing rhythm is initially established between
the larger shapes of water, land and sky; then this is enriched by the
careful light to dark blending of each color to create intricate surface
textures.
Though the Solentiname landscape is the most common subject, some
artists emphasize narrative compositions. (Fig. 4) jaime Wheelock Visits
Our Community, which depicts Emesto Cardinal with Jaime Wheelock
inside the Solentiname church surrounded by members of the community, exemplifies this tradition. Articulating the human form is still
difficult for many of the artists: here the results are somewhat stiff when
contrasted with their nature canvases.
In the process of painting, not only do the peasant-artists express the
beauty of their environment, they also develop more positive selfimages. Their painting is an assertion of their new awareness of their right
to live with dignity in their country.
Since the revolution most of the painters have continued to work in
Solentiname, though some members of the Guevara family, as well as
Emesto Cardinal and William Agudelo, live in Managua. Emesto has
become the Minister of Culture and William is in charge of the Solentiname Reconstruction Program. Apart from rebuilding most of the community buildings-a project accomplished with international help,
especially from the solidarity groups of West Germany-the Program
includes the establishment of a broader communal economic base,
including a cattle ranch and a chicken grange. There are also plans to
build a toy factory and permanent housing for the workers.
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Fig. 4. Miriam Guevara, "Ja imie Wh eelock Visits the Solentiname Comm unity."
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The Personal Context

I saw some Solentiname paintings in the offices of the Ministry of
Culture during my first trip to Nicaragua in June, 1981. I returned in
September hoping to visit Solentiname, but because of a limitation of
time I had to postpone that long boat journey and saw instead the more
accessible artists and artisans in the towns and villages of Masaya,
Granada and Matagalpa. However, in July, 1982, after meeting with
Ernesto Cardinal and William Agudelo, I finally reached Solentiname.
During my brief meeting with Ernesto I learned that he had always
been interested in art and had many artist friends. In his mid-twenties, he
had taken some sculpture classes at the Escuela Nacional de Bellas Artes
while he continued to create non-academic stone sculptures in his home.
Large, simplified bird forms were a frequent subject.
I soon recognized that Ernesto played multiple roles. He was priest,
sculptor, art critic~ poet and human being to the artists and community
members. Beyond Solentiname, he has also profoundly influenced all of
Nicaragua's post-revolutionary cultural development.
Although my initial objective was to learn about "primitive" painting,
as I spoke with the Guevara family, other artists and community
members, I realized that painting in Solentiname was a profound expression of personal evolution, as well as a broadened religious and world
perspective. As I questioned the Solentiname artists, I decided that their
diverse experience and personal development were best rendered in
their own words. Thus I recorded the interviews printed in the following
pages. I also used my camera to document their work as well as to portray
the artists in relationship to their painting or sculpture. Several of my own
Solentiname drawings are also included.
The example of Solentiname teaches uJ; that we have the potential to
reshape our reality and extend our creativity, individually and collectively. It also makes clear that spiritual and physical freedom are prerequisites for creative growth. Finally the painter-peasants of Solentiname demonstrate the relationship of people's art to people's struggle.
The governing concept of Nicaragua's Cultural Ministry is that "the
people not only be consumers of culture, but that they also be producers
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of it." Thus, the peasant-painters of Solentiname are but one of many
instances in which "art'' is an experience available to everyone, not just
the elite. The Cultural Ministry sponsors Mobile Brigades composed
mostly of young volunteers who bring theater, music, dance and poetry
to the peasants, who live in remote areas of the countryside. The Brigades
also run workshops for developing rural talent and skills.
In a 1982 speech to UNESCO, Emesto Cardinal remarked
In contrast to the Wall Street Journal which has said that the
United States has made a business out of culture and that
culture is a business, we can say that our revolution is culture,
and that culture is Revolutionary.

Notes
Penny Lemoux, Cry of the People (New York: Doubleday, 1980), p. 84.
Cry of the People.
3
Cry of the People.
1
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The Interviews
I. Dona Olivia and the Guevara Family
The large white walls of her home in Managua contain reminders of
Dona Olivia's Solentiname life: several small landscape paintings and a
poster of the Solentiname martyrs. There are two paintings in progress
on table easels beside squeezed tubes of oil paint and brushes. As soon as
we begin to speak, Dona Olivia's Solentiname memories quicken. Images
of her childhood, marriage, children, Ernesto, the heroic night of the San
Carlos insurrection, her exile and return to Nicaragua are related to me in
detail, providing a rich, historical perspective.
Dona Olivia tells me that her parents originally came from Managua,
but she and her husband Bayardo both grew up in Solentiname. After
marrying, they moved from their parents' island to another to set up their
own home; ~~however, our neighbors were close, maybe 500 meters away
by boat"
The misery, the poverty was enormous. All our lives we
lived in poverty and experienced a series of calamities of
various forms; there was a lack of everything, food, clothes, no
money to buy anything. We used herbs to cure ourselves
when we were sick. There were no doctors in Solentiname,
[and no] money to leave to get one in San Carlos. There was
much parental sacrifice and dedication [so] that the children
shouldn't get sick.
Dona Olivia and Bayardo had eleven children. All are alive except
Donald, killed during the insurrection, and Olga, who died later of heart
failure. 1 had all my children alone, without doctors. Only my husband
helped at the time our children were born. Sometimes we invited a
friend, if we could, to help."
Families had to be self sufficient
11

We were able to sustain ourselves by growing rice, beans,
corn, though there was much insect plague and it was difficult to grow crops.... We hardly had money to buy anything.
We mostly traded for the very few things we needed, five eggs
for salt, some milk for soap or sugar.
All of the Guevara children can read and write though there was 80°/o
illiteracy among the Nicaraguan rural population.
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There was one school on the island of Fernando, of very
poor quality. Our parents could read, as they came from
Managua, so we learned how. I sent my children to school.
Sometimes there was school, sometimes not, but I also helped
teach my children to read and write. The Somoza government got rid of the school in 1971. ... The government was not
interested in educating the peasants. Instead of paying
teachers, they preferred to pay soldiers to murder the
peasants.
It is striking to recognize how one man can be a catalyst for changing
many people's lives, not only through practical solutions involving land
use and work patterns but also with ideas and ideals that continue to
grow.

Before Ernesto came to Solentiname in 1966, we didn't
know of his existence. Through him our lives, our mentality,
our outlook began to change completely. Ernesto Cardinal is
from an old bourgeois family. He had some money, enough to
buy a hundred hectares of land that included the church on
the island of Mancarron.
As she was speaking, I realized that many of the Solentiname paintings
were a reflection of Ernesto's ideal vision of the environment and of a
reality which the peasants also began to share.
He gave us work so we could earn 15 cordovas daily. We
cleared the land, and began construction of two small
bungalows for Ernesto and William Agudlo's family. Then we
built a workshop and a community center that contained a
library, records and a collection of pre-Columbian artifacts.
Twenty-five people worked for Ernesto, including my oldest
son, Alejandro. He was sixteen years old then.
She emphasized that there were also meetings in which Ernesto
explained to the people the system of exploitation in Nicaragua.
Before, everyone thought that oppression was natural,
ordained by God, that we should live in misery. Before, we
accepted poverty and exploitation with resignation. Then we
began to learn from Ernesto about human rights, the right to
live in dignity, the right to be a person. We learned all this
from our evangelical dialogue with Ernesto.
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Her explanation prompted me to ask for more details of the actual consciousness raising process.
At first we had eleven or thirteen meetings where we talked
and discussed [things]. Then every Sunday we came together
for Mass. After Mass we began to read aloud parts of the New
Testament, and to discuss [their] meaning. We began to
analyze our situation, to discover that God manifested,
created, people to be people, with a right to live, to maintain
themselves ~th dignity. We began to analyze our situation
and to become aware of injustice all over the world. It is
important to realize that people are capable of changing,
doing something, not just with words but with deeds.
(These dialogues with Emesto have been published in The
Evangelism of Solentiname.)
I wondered when and why Dona Olivia first began to paint
Ernesto began to awaken in us an interest in painting. This
was important for us. In our family my son Alejandro was the
first one to paint When Emesto went to Managua, Alejandro
lived in his house. He made his first painting there, and we
liked it. Then my oldest daughter Maria began to paint, then
Gloria and Esperanza. Emesto brought more paints from
Managua. My youngest daughter Miriam also began to paint
Then timidly I also began. I was timid, but the results were
good.
However, for many Solentiname peasants, painting stopped abruptly
on the night of the San Carlos insurrection.. I was amazed by Dona
Olivia's courage in the events of that ·evening.
On October 13, 1977, I had to leave Nicaragua, as all my
children were participating in the Frente. We took a small
rowboat about fifteen feet long and crossed the lake to the
River San Juan The boat was full: my daughter with her two
babies, another woman with her child, and three younger
children. The lake current was very intense. It was a night of
much torment. Mosquitoes and other insects bit incessantly.lt
took me all night to row. [Not until] the next day [did we)
reach the border of Costa Rica, where we were able to get a
ride to San Jose.
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For two years the family lived as exiles in San Jose. They shared a house
with other exiles and compafteros while continuing to plan for the
struggle. 11All our children were in the southern front fighting, [all] but
Donald who had been killed in the San Carlos insurrection. The guardia
tortured and killed him. He was twenty-four years old."
After the triumph, on July 19, 1979, Dona Olivia returned to Managua
where she now lives with her youngest daughter Miriam. She told me
that she and Miriam paint almost every day, in the mornings. "The ideas
never leave me. I see the whole archipelago of Solentiname in my head,
nature, the countyside, trees and birds."
However, it is hard for Olivia to concentrate on painting now, as she
tires easily. It takes her more than a month to complete a painting.
However she has no trouble selling her work, and she had only onepainting-in-progress for me to photograph. (Fig. 5). In it, we see the
island shapes surrounded by the blue of water and sky; but much of the
foliage detail is still missing around the bamboo and thatch cottages.
I was so pleased to have had the opportunity to talk with Olivia and
Miriam first before going to Solentiname. They provided me with a basic
image of the painter-peasants' lives which the others helped to flesh out.

ll. Miriam Guevara

I was able to meet and speak with Miriam, Olivia's youngest daughter,
in the early afternoon, while her hair was still in curlers and her books
were open as she studied for her high school classes. Miriam is now
twenty-three, and it is hard for me to imagine her carrying a rifle and
fighting, five years ago.
She tells me about her brief period of training and the dramatic events
of the San Carlos insurrection.
In 1977, one week before October 13th, I left for the
commune, a house on a nearby island, for training. I had three
or four days of training, learning to use guns, machine guns
and rifles. There were six of us from the Guevara family,
including Alejandro, Donald, Maria and Gloria. All together,
we were thirteen from Solentiname who were trained and
would participate in the insurrection.
Alejandro had contact with other responsables of the Frente.
They told us that in the early morning of Wednesday, October
13, we should attack as the 12th of October was a day of fiesta
in San Carlos (Dia de Ia Raza). We took this opportunity to
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Fig. 6: Miriam Guevara holding one of her paintings.

attack the guardia at 4 a.m. We numbered twenty-five with
twelve from San Carlos joining us. The guardia had forty
[men] stationed in San Carlos.
No one in the commnunity beside the participants was aware of the
plans.
Our parents were only told the Clay before. My mother left
by boat on the night of the attack and my father left later. Then
others left later, two by two, to avoid suspicion.
The night of our attack Alejandro left a light on in our home
as if we were all home before joining the others in San Carlos.
The others arrived at midnight to receive instructions and
plan the attack. Seven were sent to the main street, the rest of
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us to the barracks where the guardia were concentrated. At 4
a.m. we went armed to our locations, and at 4:30 we began the
attack.
The attack was to be coordinated on several fronts; fighting was to take
place in other cities such as Jinotepe, Matagalpa, Masaya and Granada.
Since San Carlos was isolated, having neither radio nor telephone communication, the revolutionaries did not know that the other planned
attacks had been pQstponed when they carried through their plans.
Miriam remembers the events in detail and tells them unhesitatingly.
By 6 a.m. Somoza's airplanes were flying over San Carlos.
Nine guardias were killed. By 8 a.m. helicopters, more airplanes, and soldiers arrived. We continued to fight, but we
knew we needed to escape, that they would come with even
more reinforcements. I left with eight of the others for one of
the docks.·
A woman said, 'Go, muchachos, take this boat and go.' We
rowed to the other side of the river, left the boat, then walked
to reach the frontier of Costa Rica. Instead of one day, it took
us three hard days of walking waist deep in mud. In the rainy
season, the mud slowed us down,
Near the border was a Somoza finca (farm). The guardia
were in position there, knowing we would pass by. William
had more experience. He had been in jail and all. 'If the guardia
gets you,' he asked, 'do you prefer to be captured or die? I
prefer to kill myself!'
The walking seemed endless. Near Los Chiles, a Costa
Rican border farm, a man on a ranch gave us food and warned
us not to enter but walk around the town. The Costa Rican
(Tico) soldiers were there.
Alejandro was ragged, dirty, bitten by insects. He went to.
speak with the Tico soldiers. A lieutenant said he should
surrender the rest of us. (We were hidden in the mountains.]
They weren't going to do us any harm. Alejandro told them
where we were. They sent us all to San Jose.
Before they were reunited .with Olivia and the others including
Emesto, who were already in Costa Rica, they were kept in detention for
one month.
At first my mother thought we were all dead from a T.V.
program she saw. Of the twenty-five, twenty of us eventually
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came to Costa Rica, three were killed and two were prisoners.
The men returned to Nicaragua to fight again. The women do
other work now, no more fighting.
Miriam said that in Costa Rica she studied radio technology but began
to paint again in 1978. A priest visited us. He liked my work and I sold a
painting to him which he hung in his office at the church. That
encouraged me to paint more. Now I sell almost all my work
Miriam told me that she first began to paint in Solentiname, inspired by
the work of her older sisters Maria and Gloria. She was fourteen years old
then. Ernesto also encouraged her. He said, 'If you create a tree or a
flower in an ordinary way, consider it more carefully. Paint it better. Paint
it with more detail.' "
Since the triumph of the revolution and their return to Nicaragua,
Miriam and Dona Olivia have been collaborating with the Ministerio de
Cultura in the formation of painting workshops in small towns and cities
outside Managua. They enjoy sharing what they have learned by
teaching as well as the contact with other painters in the Artists' Union.
However, they would both prefer to live in Solentiname again.
Miriam has a set schedule, painting in the mornings from eight to noon.
lt takes me about twenty days to one month to complete a painting. In
the afternoons I study and attend secondary school each evening from 6
to 9:30 p.m." She added, I am also studying English."
I photographed (Fig. 6) Miriam as she proudly stood with her
unfinished painting Transporting Bananas. (Fig. 7] An earlier painting,
Washing Clothes (Fig. 8) clearly shows the progress in her work Foliage is
painted with much more detail and there is more variety and blending of
color.
Miriam has had a variety of experiences in her life; some, hopefully,
will not have to be repeated. But I sense that whatever else she must do in
the future, she has a firm commitment to painting, to portraying Solentiname as a vision of an ideal reality.
II
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Fig. 10. Betty La Duke, "Solentiname Reconstruction."

m. Maria Guevara and the Solentiname Community
Jose, Maria's husband, and I are the only passengers during the stormy
fifteen-hour boat ride from the port of Granada to Solentiname. (Fig. 9)
The boat is filled with cement, plywood and metal rods to be used in the
construction of shops and workers' homes. I feel better after the turbulent current of Lake Nicaragua, the world's third largest lake, subsides.
Jose tells me that he is financial manager of the Solentiname reconstruction project. (Fig. 10) He is also extremely proud of Maria considering her one of the best Solentiname painters. I look forward to
meeting Maria, who is called Mariita.
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Surrounded by a background of tall dense jungle trees and foliage, the
first visible structures of the Solentiname community are the stark white
box-like church and children's swings and climbing posts painted in
bright colors. Nearby a few cows graze in a fenced-in area. A pathway
lined with sweet-smelling flowering plants leads to the large, newly
reconstructed community building that contains the library, T.V. set, and
a few pre-Columbian artifacts. The walls are covered with paintings by
Solentiname artists. Other nearby buildings having white stucco walls
and corrugated metal roofs contain the community kitchen, dining room,
and visitors' sleeping accommodations. The small thatched bungalows
are for Ernesto and other community residents. I see the thatched
remains, overgrown by vines, of the former community taller or workshop. It was destroyed by the Somoza guardia, and is a reminder of the
recent past. It has not been rebuilt. However, now the approximately
thirty-three painters and sculptors (out of a population of 900) are able to
work on their own. In the midst of all these structures stands a talL
cement, realistic sculpture of a green-painted cactus plant created by
Ernesto.
The Guevara family house, the subject of a recent painting by Maria
(Fig. 11), is located on a nearby island. Later in the day I am taken there in
a small wood dugout boat, with a motor, a luxury that only few have. This
two-story, white, painted, wood frame house, built by Olivia and
Bayardo, is where their eleven children were born, and where they lived
until the insurrection and revolution. Maria and Jose have just recently
moved there from San Carlos. I am invited to stay the night and visit with
Maria, her family, friends, and the new Cuban school teacher, as well as to
celebrate Bayardo's 75th birthday.
Maria (Mariita), speaking intensely and rapidly, is articulate and able to
give me a clear image of her early life and post-revolutionary activities.
I was one of the first to begin painting nine years ago, in
1973. I dreamed [and] I thought about painting when I was
young. I drew with colored pencils then.
After Alejandro began to paint, I said, 'I also want to paint.'
Alejandro gave me a small canvas and helped. I began to look
at rooftops, trees, birds. I did my first painting and he liked it
very much. Then I wanted to paint bigger. With each painting
I explored different themes from our environment and
enjoyed the process of paint~ng more and more. After I
finished three paintings, I helped my mother and sister learn
to paint
Group criticism was important in the development of the Solentiname
painters.
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We formed a workshop with seven of us getting together to
criticize each other's work. Emesto, Alejandro and I were the
main critics, but Emesto was the final critic. He said we had
potential and quality in our work and encouraged us to persist
and express the beauty of our natural environment, the
vegetation, birds and animals.

Painting was an intense experience for all the Guevaras as
we had an atmosphere in our home where we continually
discussed painting. This lasted until the insurrection. We had
to paint secretly and during the war we had to stop. If the
guardia saw your paintings they took them away and put a
knife through them. Then all my family had to leave as the
guardia were looking for them as if they were the ugliest
criminals or devils.
The guardia were afraid of my family, since my brothers,
sisters and the others took over the San Carlos barracks, but
they had to leave. Nine of the guardia died that night of the
insurrection. Three hours after the attack, about 8 a.m., 200
guardia came and wrecked all of San Carlos and Solentiname
and took everything from the homes.
At that time I was married to Jose who worked in a San
Carlos bank. We had four small children-all of them my
sister's, who was Jose's first wife. Olga died from heart failure;
I married Jose a year later and cared for their children as my
own. I sent our children to Costa Rica, secretly, with a friend,
to hide them with my aunt until they could be sent to San Jose.
She lived near the border area. Later the guardia killed her, and
my aunt's daughter, age thirteen, partly because of hiding my
children, but also because she helped others to escape to
Costa Rica. Now three of my girls are students in Cuba where
they have an opportunity for advanced study.

Maria remembers that all during this time painting was prohibited.
Only recently has she begun to paint again as well as to initiate Saturday
afternoon critique sessions. I was interested in learning what they discussed during these sessions. Maria said that three to six artists come,
including Carlos Garcia and Julia Chavarria. "I look at each painting with
the companero and I say: 'This needs more detail,' or we talk about our
environment, our community and work."
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Maria has definite opinions about painting, believing that
it is not enough just to paint landscapes, but painters must
look for themes within the landscape, such as a fishing boat, a
fisherman, a campesino (countryman) constructitig a pier.
[Since the revolution] we use the same techniques and
method of composition as before, but now we try to organize
our themes better. It is important to know what you are
painting rather than just to sit down and paint Still, some just
paint simple landscapes.
In her own work she sometimes selects political subjects as her
painting, Viviendo de Moskitos (Fig. 12) exemplifies. It is based on the
coastal environment of the Moskito Indians which she has only seen in
newspaper photographs. She has portrayed a group of wood frame
homes of the relocated Moskito Indians, with convincing architectural
realism, in tones of somber brown. Only the frayed palm tree leaves, the
women's dresses and political posters add brighter color accents to the
environment. In contrast to this scene is the painting of her family home,
perched on a hillside surrounded by a variety of flowering trees and
bushes in many light pastel colors. Each tree or plant is painted with
careful isolated perfection, whereas in reality the jungle foliage is much
denser and randomly entertwined.
I asked Maria about her extensive post-revolutionary experiences
which consisted of many hours of volunteer work.
I worked in all the reconstruction programs in San Carlos
[run by] the C.D.S. (Sandanista Defense Committee) which
undertook community development projects such as
improved availability of drinking water, initiation of prekindergarten schools, and medical care. For several months
each Sunday after church, the C.D.S. organized volunteers to
work for two hours to clean the San Carlos streets. [Fig. 13]

Maria has also gone to isolated farms to work with women, to organize
them Though there is a growing respect for women, she feels that
machismo still exists.
In San Carlos the billiard rooms are filled with men while
women wash clothes at the beach, but now there is more
opportunity for men to work. [Hopefully she says] in another
year there will be a noticeable difference. For me, the revolution is the beginning of everything.
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IV. Eduardo Arana Mora
I had been told that Eduardo (Fig. 14) was the first Solentiname peasant
to begin painting, and I was anxious to hear the details of his story.
Eduardo, his wife and most of their thirteen children, as well as his oldest
daughter's husband and two children, live in a box-like house suspended on wood piers, about seven feet above the water level of Lake
·
Nicaragua.
About noon, the time of my arrival at their island, most of the children
were cleaning up and preparing to walk to school for afternoon classes.
Eduardo was harvesting corn in a nearby field but interrupted his work in
order to talk. At age fifty-three, he is the oldest of the Solentiname
painters except for Dona Olivia. He is vibrant with energy and unfulfilled dreams of fame. After we spoke, seated at a small table surrounded
by his children, he took his guitar outside to play and sing songs he had
composed (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Betty La Duke,

~~Eduardo."

He tells me that at this time he is not painting because
I have to survive. I also have to produce food. I cannot count
on the money from the sale of my paintings. If I don't harvest
our food, com, beans and rice, then I can't be sure we'll eat.

Eduardo came to Solentiname as a young child and has done agricultural work all of his life. He owns approximately six acres of land. After
considering his ongoing struggle to feed his family, he says:
Our life is almost the same as before the triumph. There are
those who work with the machete and those who work with
the paintbrush. Sometimes those with the machete have food
first.
At least everyone can go to school now. My oldest son,
twenty-seven, also paints and is coordinator of this district's
Basic Adult Education program. My son Abelino, who is ten
years old, recent! y completed his first painting. (Fig. 16) I have
been painting for thirteen years now.
I was the first painter. In the time when Emesto Cardinal
first came to Solentiname, he came to look over the land he
had bought. I was living nearby, in a falling down ranchito
(house). He came to ask for water. I used jicaras (gourds) for
serving water. I used to carve designs on them, a house,
people, a siren playing a guitar. I also used to paint them.
When Emesto came to drink water, he saw a table with
various jicaras and asked, 'Who makes them? They are very
nice.' 'I make them.' [He said that I was] 'very intelligent! If
you like, I can help you. I can give you color-pencils, crayons
and paper so you can make drawings on paper. Would you
like that?' 'Certainly, yes!' 'I will return to live here. I will make
my house here, and I will bring you materials.'
When he returned, he brought pencils, crayons, paper, and
I began to draw. A painter [Roger Perez de Ia Rocha] came to
show me how to use canvas and oil paints. I was his first
student. When he came, I had already been drawing for three
months. He said that I should begin to paint. Roger gave me
classes for about three months. Then Pablo, Jose, Alexandro
and others learned to paint Roger also gave them instruction.
Eduardo says that it usually takes him eight days to complete a
painting. "No one can understand how I paint. Once I have my mind
made up, I paint rapidly. Also, my eyes are not very good now. I don't see
clearly, like I did before."
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Eduardo's energetic perso nality as well as his failing eyesight may
account for the distinct te xtural surface of his paintings. Instead of
painting each shrub o r tree-leaf individually, in contrast to the other
Solentiname painters, his method of rende ring foliage r elies on the thick
application of paint on the canvas.
Eduardo says that "Ern esto has exhibited o ur work a ll ove r th e wo rld. lf
someone likes you, has sympathy for you or your work, and gives yo u
publicity, it helps to sell your work. If I want to reach fo r the m oon with
my hands, how will I g rab it?"

Fig. 16. Edua rdo's son, Abelino, with his first painting.

V. Julia Chavarria
I met Julia and three of her six children (Fig. 17) at Maria Guevara's
home the night of Bayardo's 75th birthday celebration. As a close friend
of the family, Julia was invited not only to celebrate but also to help prepare the elaborate feast by plucking chicken feathers, cleaning Bayardo's
freshly caught lake fish, filling bread dough with spiced meat, and frying
bananas. It was a joyous evening.
After consuming the delicious food along with beer and rum, we all
danced, including Bayardo and the young children, to a variety of international music from Mexico, the United States, the Soviet Union, and
Cuba, as well as Nicaragua. We also appreciated the fact that the
Guevaras' home, for the past twelve years, was one of the few with
electricity.
Several of Julia's paintings are displayed in the Solentiname community house. She paints a wide variety of subjects that include figures as
well as animals. In one of her paintings Folk Dance there are many couples
dressed and dancing in the Monimbo folk tradition. There are also landscape and architectural details and a distant boat in the moonlight. Transporting Cattle is a larger painting in which the shapes of cattle, as they are
channeled onto a boat, dominate the composition. (Fig. 18)
Julia, age thirty-four, says that "painting is a big economic help.
Without selling my paintings, I wouldn't know how to work to maintain
my children." Her husband left them two years ago.
I began painting about 1975. I work in the mornings after
most of the children have left for school. It takes me about one
month to complete a painting.
[She remembers the San Carlos insurrection and the war
years.] I was pregnant then. The guardia put my father and
brother in jail for participating in the Frente, along with our
niece, age nine. I went to hide in Granada, because the guardia
knew I painted and worked with Ernesto. It was a sad time
during the insurrection. After the triumph I began to paint
again. I felt peaceful and I could progress in my work.
Julia feels that besides her commitment to painting, she wants to "help
others to develop a communal consciousness."
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An example of the development of "communal consciousness"
occurred at a Sunday meeting called for by the parents of the Elbis
Chavarria school children. (Elbis Chavarria was killed during the San
Carlos insurrection.) Four of Julia's children attend this school. The
Cuban teacher and the district supervisor were also there.
The three major issues were discussed. There was the teacher's frustration in trying to teach thirty-six children in grades one through six, aided
primarily by a blackboard and a few wall charts. Then there was the fact
that there were too few benches and tables and no books, pencils or
paper. Finally there was the suggestion that since nineteen of the children
were in the first and second grades, perhaps two groups should be
formed and another teacher added. The parents said that they were
willing to volunteer time to collect the construction materials and build
the additional school room.
Even more interesting to me was the parents' discussion about one
father who kept his five children from attending the school
"It will be a pity if those five children don't receive an education," said
one parent"Before, in Somoza's time, it wasn't important, but with the
revolution it is obligatory that all children study."
"What is his motive for not sending his children to school?" someone
else asked.
''This family is large," one attempted to answer. "The father is alone
and he depends on his children to help him."
The consensus was that "All the world is poor, but one shouldn't
neglect the education of one's children. We will look for an authority in
San Carlos to impress the father with the necessity of educating his
children." Finally the group decided that both the teacher and parents
should visit the father, individually and collectively.
The intense personal concern of parents, teacher and supervisor was
keenly manifested. Since the revolution, the newly established right for
everyone to receive a free public education becomes a reality only as this
goal is considered as a mutual responsibility.
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VI. Carlos Garcia
Carlos (Fig. 19) was one of the last peasants to learn to paint. Born in
Solentiname thirty-one years ago, he grew up doing agricultural work in
the campo (countryside). Now he works very little, just in the afternoons,
on a small piece of land that he owns.
He says,
Since 1975 I live primarily from the sale of my paintings. I
paint every morning from 7 a.m. till noon, and sometimes all
day. I don't paint political paintings, only landscapes.
One of his early landscape paintings has been published in Germany as
a poster. Carlos remembers that he could not paint during the war as
there was much repression in Solentiname by the guardia.
I went to Managua, hidden by friends who gave me a place
to stay, so that I could continue to paint. A gallery director
gave me paint, and I sold my work very inexpensively, not
high, like now. After the triumph I returned to Solentiname.
Carlos lives with his wife and two children near the bamboo and thatch
home of his parents. Of the twelve children that his parents had (Fig. 20,
drawing), only two survived.
Because of a childhood accident, Carlos only sees with one eye, but this
does not hinder his work. His land and tree contours are created as
flowing, rhythmic brown shapes penetrated by the blue of the sky or lake
water. In the unfinished painting in my photograph the clearly defined
roots of the palm trees are extended like hands with long fingers into the
lake water. He also plans to paint a peasant fishing from his boat. In his
paintings he not only manifests technical skill, acquired with much
practice, but a real love and understanding of the beauty of his natural
environment.
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VII.

Jose Arana

In contrast to the other Solentiname peasant-painters, Jose has always
worked as a carpenter, a skill he learned from his father. At present he is
working nine hours daily with other carpenters, in the construction of a
bodega or a series of small shops which will eventually sell boat fuel, motor
parts as well as servicing for local boats. The bodega is located near the new
dock, recently completed with the help of materials and labor donated by
a group of young West Germans.
Though Jose, age thirty-six, was the second person after Eduardo to
learn to paint, he has not painted consistently for several years. I drew
and then spoke to Jose after work (Fig. 21), at his home, where he lives
with his wife and five children.

Fig. 21. Betty La Duke, }ose Arana."
11

Jose told me that he was only recently back from Costa Rica.
I was in the Frente and participated in some border campaigns where I was captured by Tico soldiers in July, 1978. I
was in jail three years, until last year, 1981, when Emesto paid
a fine to get me out. In jail I was able to work as a sculptor, to
earn money to support my family by carving birds, horses,
snakes, even sirens. Since I have been back, I have been
working only as a carpenter. Soon I hope to have some time to
paint again.
I wanted to see Jose's paintings, but all his earlier work had been sold.
He told me that Emesto Cardinal had one of his paintings hanging in his
home. When I returned to Managua to visit Dona Olivia and Miriam
again, they borrowed Jose's painting so that I could see and photograph it.
Olivia told me the story behind the painting, and about the first time
Jose was arrested by the guardia.
He was innocent, the night of the San Carlos insurrection.
He didn't participate. He knew nothing. He came the next day
from the island where he was living, to the Solentiname
church, where he was working, constructing benches. It was
quiet He saw no one around there, except his uncle who also
worked with him. Soon the guardia came and took him and his
uncle to jail, to San Carlos. [This is the theme of his painting,
fig. 22.] For eighteen days they questioned and tortured him,
though he told the guardia he knew nothing about the fighting,
[about] the guerrillas, nothing. He was just a carpenter who
helped Emesto.
After the guardia captured Felipe Pena, [and then] tortured
and killed him, they let Jose go. He came to Costa Rica and told
us what happened to him and others. Then he joined the
Frente and was captured in 1978 by Tico guardia. Jose remained
in .jail for three years waiting for his trial, but Emesto paid the
fine, and they let him go. While Jose was in jail I visited him
and brought him paints.
Dona Olivia says that Jose is an excellent painter. He is particularly
skilled at incorporating architectural structures in landscapes. However,
in the painting I photographed he has created an historical document of a
personal experience that he shared with many others-being bound and
led away by the Somoza guardia.
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VIII. Rudolfo Ubando Arana
Wood carved and painted birds are another popular art form produced
in Solentiname. Rudolfo is one of three artisans dedicated to this craft
which has been practiced since 1972. Before, Rudolpho worked only in
agriculture or carpentry.
Rudolfo says,
I began to carve birds only after Padre Cardinal came to
Solentiname. He showed us how to make the birds. Irs
decent, more beautiful work and I like it better than work with
the machete. People like the birds. I sold 100 last year at the
Fair of the Piftata in Managua.
(This was one of several fairs organized by the Cultural Ministry to
promote the sales of Nicaraguan crafts as well as pride in their national
heritage.)
Bird making is a four-day process in which all of Rudolfo's family
participates. The first day Rudolfo cuts and carves the initial shape in
lightweight balsa wood. After school the older of his ten children help
him sandpaper the forms before he engraves their surface design; then he
paints the birds with his wife's assistance: "the work progresses because
everyone helps."
The birds vary in shape. Some have their heads turned to a side or bent
forward. Most have their wings spread open. The incised geometric
surface design divides the varied painted color patches that give the birds
a gay, decorative appearance.
Rudolfo says that at times he gets bored
Then I change; I work as a carpenter or do some agriculture
work. Then I return with desire again to create these forms. I
bring the birds to Alejandro who pays me and in tum sells the
birds to the Cultural Ministry, who exhibit or resell them. I
also sell many birds in Solentiname, especially to the foreign
visitors from Europe. Sometimes I do create other forms, but
there is a strong demand for birds.
I photographed Rudolfo with several birds perched in the nest-like
palms of his hands. (Fig. 23) Their mixtures of soft and intense, warm and
cool surface colors and varied expressions are cheerful to view.
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IX. Gloria Guevara
I visited Gloria in San Carlos, where she currently lives with her
husband and two young children. She was in the midst of washing dishes,
no easy chore, as the water had to be carried some distance into the home.
(Fig. 24) This is a frequent occurrence in San Carlos, since there has never
been adequate water pressure or a water system for the town of 4,000
people. Worse, the water is unsafe to drink: Gloria's six-month-old
daughter is sick, suffering from diarrhea. In the hot, humid climate of San
Carlos often there are several hours each day, and sometimes several
days in sequence, when no water is available.
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On the front wall a poster reproduction (printed in West Germany) of
Gloria's painting of Christ hangs, along with two other original Solentiname landscapes, painted by her friends. She tells me that her painting of
Christ is symbolic of
all men that are always sacrified for social justice, improvement, or for an ideal to be realized for all humanity. Therefore, I painted Christ as a peasant or a guerrilla, and painted
women, other peasants there, who are crying for him. (Fig. 25)

Gloria's husband is Italian and came to live in Nicaragua before the
war. For the past two years he has been the general secretary of the
Sandinista Defense Committee (CDS) of San Carlos. She explains that
after the war San Carlos, an old, dirty city, was left in ruins.
There was a desperate need for improvement as San Carlos
had much corruption and Somoza influence. Before, San
Carlos was isolated from Granada and Managua, but now
there is improved communication, two new express boats,
radio and telephone.
The CDS organizes each section of San Carlos to explain
the work of the FSLN and for defense or vigilance. Since the
revolution there is a new morality in all of Nicaragua, more
activity, production of basic foods. There are towns still more
remote than San Carlos.
Before, there were no pediatricians, clinics or preschools.
International help is very necessary, very important. The prekindergarten was recently established with help from
Germany. Thanks to Cuba we have never had so many
teachers and doctors who come here because of their political
convictions; [they] often live in conditions below their own
standard of living and earn very little money. One Cuban
teacher was killed in the San Juan district last year by counter
revolutionaries. We have enormous propaganda against our
revolution and many disrupters. But now we have almost total
literacy and every Nicaraguan knews the importance of this.
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Gloria's painting of Christ depicted as a Nicaraguan guerrilla is a
symbolic summation of the joy and sorrow of the Solentiname
experience. The painting expresses the new consciousness the peasants
have experienced as well as the sacrifice of lives (including her brothers)
that are necessary to defend the newly won freedom. The brush strokes
are bold: the figure of the new Christ and the peasant women are clearly
visible within the landscape and blended blue sky. The commitment of
the Solentiname peasants is firm, not only to their painting but also to reconstructing their lives and their communities.
[Fig. 26]
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The Problem of
Evil and the

Language of Religion
Robert E. Larsen

T

HE problem of evil surely is one of the most persistent to have
vexed Western thinkers. The writer of the book of Job rehearsed it
for the ancient Hebrews. Sophocles dealt with it movingly in Oedipus Rex.
In more recent times, Milton sought to ju.stify the ways of God to men" in
Paradise Lost, and a century later Alexander Pope offered his version of
Leibniz's resolution in An Essay on Man. Later on in the 18th century,
Voltaire treated Leibniz's position with biting satire in Candide, and David
Hume subjected the problem to the devastating logic of his sceptical cast
of mind. 20th century writers • have continued to wrestle with the
problem. Surely when the 21st century arrives the discussion will still be
going on.
11
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Hume's discussion of the problem in his Dialogues Concerning Natural
Religion no doubt is the best known treatment in the philosophical literature. It has the advantage of setting forth the alternatives with great
clarity, although credit must be given to the ancient Greek thinker,
Epicurus, whose statement of the problem Hume quotes. I shall follow
Hume's lead and begin by quoting again from Hume the passage from
Epicurus:
Epicurus's old questions are yet unanswered. Is he [God]
willing to prevent evil, but not able? then is he impotent. Is he
able, but not willing? then is he malevolent. Is he both able and
willing? whence then is evil? Is he neither able nor willing?
then why call him Deity? 1
This statement of the problem makes it plain that there are three
incompatibles involved. At least one of them must be denied: Either God
is not powerful enough to prevent evil, or God is not good enough to
want to prevent evil, or there is no evil. Milton's resort to free will, it
seems to me, amounts to denying that God is really sufficiently
powerful-some events (men's free choices) are outside God's control.
Pope, following Leibniz, denies the reality of evil: .. partial evil, universal
good" is his well known answer. (This Ultimate harmony'' answer is
perhaps the most common one to be found among Christian writers.
Both St Augustine and St Thomas offer variants of it.) Voltaire,
satirically, denies that God is good enough to prevent evil. Finally, Hume,
as he is usually interpreted, seems to be implying that there is no God.
Hume' s version, since it repeats Epicurus' statements, is often called
..The Epicurean Dilemma." Let me, since the problem so often takes this
label, re-cast Epicurus-Hume, putting the issue in the indicative rather
than the interrogative mood:
11

If God is benevolent, and there is evil, then He is not
omnipotent.
If God is omnipotent, and there is evil, then He is not
benevolent.
There is evil in the world.
Therefore, either God is not omnipotent or He is not
benevolent.

In this form, we have a dilemma of sorts: the omni-attributes are explicitly
stated, the three incompatible elements stand out clearly, and we can see
that the argument is valid-its logic is unassailable. To escape the
undesirable alternatives (the dilemma) of the conclusion, at least one of
the premises must be denied. Either there is no evil or God is not omnipotent or God is not benevolent. In addition, all the usual attempts to
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resolve the problem can easily be located: (1) the "ultimate harmony"
solution amounts to denying the reality of evil; (2) the "free will'' solution amounts to denying that God is really omnipotent-some of men's
acts are beyond His control; (3) what we might label"Voltaire's alternative" unplies that God is not benevolent (remember the Lisbon earthquake!); (4) the "atheist's solution," to which many sensitive contemporary persons probably are drawn, settles the matter by denying that
there is a God at all. 2
If we examine this version of the dilemma carefully, however, a curious
consideration emerges. To make the construct bind, the word ''benevolent'' must be read "omni-benevolent" A look at an analogous case can
serve to illustrate what is involved here.
Suppose we are speaking about someone, say Gandhi or Lincoln or
some other person about whom men are agreed that he was or is a
genuinely good man. It would be strange and impertinent if someone
were to say, "Oh, but Gandhi was not a good man. One day he lost his
temper, and he called a policeman a nasty name." We might reply to such
a comment by pointing out that it was absurd. To call a man "good" is not
to say that he never does anything wrong or bad; rather, it is to say thatthe
vast majority of his acts are ethically praiseworthy, even though he occasionally does blameworthy acts. We call a man "good" if his acts are by
and large, generally, for the most part, good acts. One, a few, even several,
bad acts are not sufficient to make us cease calling him "good." (Sometimes, a few bad acts, provided they are sufficiently severe, will make us
withdraw our judgment of goodness from a man, of course.) We would
say that a man is "good" so long as the overall character of his action is
good, even though he occasionally departs from his usual pattern of
behavior.
Now suppose we transfer this sense of the word "good" to the
Epicurean dilemma. Particular castastrophes or instances of physical or
moral evil are no longer adequate, by themselves, to force the conclusion
that God is not benevolent and omnipotent. To show that God is malevolent we would need to show that the amount of evil either balanced or
out-weighed the amount of good in the world. This consideration shows
that we unconsciously read the word "benevolent'' in the Epicurean
dilemma as "omni-benevolent''; this is a crucial point to notice and
remember.
A similar conclusion might be reached by considering what would
happen to the dilemma if we were to change the word "all-powerful"
(omnipotent) to "powerful." John Stuart Mil~ in effect, explored this line,
concluding that God is a
being of great but limited power, ... of great, and. perhaps
unlimited, intelligence ... ; who desires and pays some regard
to the happiness of his creatures, but who seems to have other
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motives of action which he cares more for, and who can hardly
be supposed to have created the universe for that purpose
alone. 3
This shift from "all-powerful" to "powerful" also collapses the dilemma,
just as reading ~~benevolent'' as "good" instead of all-good" does.
We may conclude from this that those who, as Voltaire did, cite the
presence of evil in the world as evidence counting against the benevolence of God really are pre-supposing that any evil at all is incompatible
with the joint assertion of the omnipotence and omnibenevolence of God.
Anything less than omnipotence and omnzbenevolence weakens, if it does
not destroy, their case. The argument is perhaps not so strong as it seems
to be at first glance. It depends on construing the attributes of God in a
very special way.
Nevertheless, the skeptic cannot be charged with any dishonesty in
this matter. He has merely used these odd predicates in a straightforward way, which seems, at least, to square with the usage of religious
persons themselves. Nevertheless, since these terms are odd ones, we
should take time to examine them carefully.
What could it mean to say of some subject that it has a certain omnipredicate? Suppose one were to say, "the ball is red." Such an assertion is
understandable, and we would decide whether it is true or false by
looking at the ball to see whether in fact it is red or not. Suppose, further,
that the ball indeed is red, and we agree to the assertion. Everything goes
smoothly so far. But imagine then that the other person goes on to say,
"And not only is the ball red, but it is all-red." We might look again at the
ball, tum it around in our hands, and reply, Yes, you are right; the ball is
red all over." But imagine what consternation we would feel if the other
person responded to this with: 0h, but you misunderstand me. I don't
mean to say that the ball is red all over; I mean that the ball is all-red in the
sense of being omni-red." My guess is that the response to this assertion
would be, "I do not understand you at all." If a ball were genuinely red
(not pink or reddish orange or some off shade of red), the only sense in
which we could speak of degrees of redness of the ball would be to refer
to the amount of the surface which is red. Ordinarily, to say that one ball is
more red than another is to say that the first ball has a greater portion of its
surface colored red than does the second ball. If we ever heard someone
say "the ball is all-red," we would no doubt take him to be saying that all of
the ball is red. The "all" qualifies, we would assume, the ball, not the color
of the balL
There are certain other predicates, however, which do admit of
degrees. We do say that one line is straighter than another, or that John is
taller than Bill. In most instances where we use predicates that admit of
degrees, however, there is some sort of comparison either explicit or
implicit. If we say that Goliath was bigger than David, the comparison is
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explicit. If we say that Hercules was very strong, we implicitly mean that
he was stronger than the other Greeks.
In part, the omni-predicates of God are such implicitly comparative
predicates. Part, at least, of the meaning of 11 omnipotent'' is that God is
more powerful than men. And at least part of the meaning of 110mnibenevolent'' is that God is ethically better than men are. Lurking in the
background, when such predicates are used, is some sort of scale on
which we locate the relative goodness or power of Peter and Paul, John
and Harry-and God. Peter is better than Paul, and Paul in turn is better
than either John or Harry, but God is better than any of them. Indeed,
God is best of all.
But this is not the primary sense of these terms as religious persons use
them. To see this, all we need do is turn again to Mill's characterization of
God as a ''being of great but limited power." At first sight it might seem
that Mill is merely making the language of religion a bit more precise. The
religious man says "God is all-powerful"; Mill, more cautiously, says
"God is very powerful." Mill probably would even admit "God is more
powerful than any man" or "God is the most powerful being." From "God
is the most powerful being'' to "God is all-powerful" is a vast distance,
however. Indeed, the distance is so great as to be immeasureable. (Have
we here another odd predicate? Can any distance be immeasureableeven a metaphorical distance?) Mill simply is not talking the same
language as the religious person at all. St. Anselm passionately declares
"And, indeed, we believe that thou art a being than which nothing greater
can be conceived." Mill soberly misses the whole point by concluding
that God is a "being of great but limited power." If the omni-attributes
were simply implicit comparatives, Mill's characterization would not
have missed the point; he would have been right on it, and either right or
wrong. As it is, Mill is neither right nor wrong; he is simply wrongheaded. Since Mill did miss the point, failing completely to understand
what men like Anselm were saying, we should look again at the
peculiarities of religious language. 4 There is more to the grammar and use
of the omni-attributes than simply the recognition that they are very odd
comparativ.es.
To say that God is omnipotent is not simply to say that He is more
powerful than any other being. To be sure, it is to say that He is more
powerful than men are, but it is also to say that His power is different from
men's power. We have already bumped into this when we considered the
peculiarities of the pseudo-predicate" omni-red." God is not simply more·
powerful; He is, to the religious man, the very source of power itself.'
God is not to be comprehended within the descriptive framework of
power predicates, yet there seems to be some irresistible desire on the
part of religious persons to communicate their sense of dependence on
this source of power. The result is a predicate which seems to describe,
but really does not do so. What seems to be a description turns into an
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ascription of value to God and an acceptance of dependence and obligation on the part of the speaker.
At first glance, and as a peculiar sort of conceptual extrapolation, we
seem to be able to rank certain predicates in a linear, ascending hierarchy
as follows: powerful, more powerful, most powerful, all-powerful or
omni-powerful The move from most powerful" to all-powerful" is not
simply a continuation along the same linear path we took from "more
powerful" to "most powerfuL" however. The ordinary comparative and
superlative forms of the adjective are used, so to speak, within
boundaries or limits, but the religious term all-powerful" seems to have
no boundaries or limits. Because "all-powerful" seems to resemble "more
powerful" and "most powerful," it seems legitimate to use this omnipredicate in the same manner as other comparative predicates, but since
"all-powerful" is a term without limits or boundaries, it really cannot be
used in the same manner as an ordinary predicate. We cannot use a term
descriptively if it does not make sense within a descriptive framework.
The is the case generally with the omni-predicates.
This peculiarity becomes more obvious if we observe a little noticed,
but nevertheless remarkable, feature of the traditional arguments about
the problem of evil. The arguments seem almost to depend on contradictory premises. Perhaps the clearest case of this is the free will resolution of the problem. As I pointed out earlier, this argument really involves
a denial of the omnipotence of God. Yet in order to raise the problem we
must make the initial assumption that God is omnipotent. Thus we have
something which is a strange hybrid of an argument from contradictory
premises combined with a reductio ad absurdum. By hypothesis, God is
omnipotent; yet (without denying this) God is by imlication not omnipotent-men's wills are not within His control. The ultimate harmony view
is similarly odd. To get the problem formulated, we need to assume that
there is evil, yet the solution amounts to denying that there is any evil
That these are odd maneuvers is clear, and that these odd maneuvers
occur is a further indication, it seems to me, that the crucial terms, the
omni-attributes, do not have fixed boundaries when they are used
descriptively.
Clearly, then, the meanings which both the problem of evil and its
various resolutions depend on are very strange. But these meanings
strike us as strange only because we unconsciously make the language of
scientific description and explanation the model against which we
measure all other kinds of language. If, instead of measuring religious
language against scientific descriptive language, we compare the
language of religion with the language of love-a language most of us
understand and can use quite easily-the language of religion takes on a
more familiar quality.
Suppose, to illustrate the language of love, we think of a young man
away at college who is deeply in love. He writes home to tell his parents of
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his beloved. Among other things, he writes that "she is the most beautiful
girl in the world." Obviously, he need not really be describing his girl
friend-he is declaring his love for her. His parents would misunderstand him if-they took him to be saying that his best girl was a beauty
contest winner.
Or suppose the young man to be declaring his love to the girl herself.
He might offer to Climb the highest mountain" or "swim the deepest
ocean." (He may not be a Shakespeare, but at least he realizes that it
would be totally inappropriate to offer to climb the next to the highest
mountain-only the highest will do!) What is he doing? He is placing
himself under obligation to serve the one he loves, and to indicate the
intensity of his love, he uses a language of exaggeration. The girl would
no doubt understand him perfectly well, too, even though she might not
be able to explain matters with great philosophical sophistication. Most
assuredly, she would not expect her lover to begin climbing or
swimming. If she packed him a lunch for his mountain climbing expedition, she would not be worthy of his love.
The point of this example is to show that if the language of religion is a
language of love, then it is a language we are familiar with and know how
to use. (That my example involves old cliches simply makes more
emphatic the claim that we understand this sort of language.) Religious
language is not totally foreign to the man on the street. The language of
love may be quite out of place in discussions whose purpose is to increase
our knowledge or to extend the factual material we command, but we can
use it quite comfortably when the situation is appropriate. Both the
language of love and the language of religion are languages of exaggeration. and obligation. The religious person claims to "know'' God, not
because he has achieved intellectual excellence, but because he has loved
God. Furthermore, if loving God is analogous to loving another person,
then to love God is to serve Him; it is to do the things He supposedly
wants one to do. And though this may puzzle those of us who vibrate to
metaphysical language, it causes far less uneasiness for religious persons.
Indeed, the man on the street apparently can understand the religious
person more easily than he can understand the metaphysician. Preachers
attract much larger crowds than do philosophers.
This conclusion is not new-it is "old hat." Once we tum from what
Pascal so aptly labelled "the God of the philosophers and the scholars" to
a consideration of the devotional life, we see that thousands of devout
persons throughout the centuries have taken seriously the words, 1£ ye
love me, keep my commandments." Religion is full of admonitions and
precepts about how men ought to live and act, how they ought to treat
their fellow men and how they ought to serve God. Universally, devotional religion centers on how to act, on how to love.
My claim, then, is that much of the language of religion is not descriptive in the usual way. Instead, it is a language of love and obligation. It is
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language in which the speaker expresses a willingness to place himself
under the most strenuous and serious kind of personal obligation. To
take religious language otherwise, it seems to me, is to misunderstand it.
The oddness of the omni-predicates, their apparent, but not genuine,
descriptive function, is the source of the persistent fascination the
Epicurean dilemma has for men. Nevertheless, the problem of evil
bothers the metaphysician more than it does the religious person, since
religious people sense, in some way, that it results from misunderstanding. Often, the religious person cannot explain this, though he is
aware of it. He says, 'But God's goodness is different from men's goodness.' Mill, incidentally, had his sights fixed on this problem when he
remarked that he would not call God good if "good" meant something
different when ascribed to God from what it meant when it was attributed
to a man. But his comment reveals that his meditations were metaphysical rather than devotional.
For someone who does not understand how religious language works,
it may seem to lead to a God who is morally despicable, as was the case
with Voltaire. God seems to be an eternal naughty boy, pulling wings off
flies on a cosmic scale for His own idle amusement. Monotheistic religion
seems to offer no philosophically acceptable answer to this metaphysical
problem. The answer Job gets to his demand that God explain Himself is
not a philosophically acceptable one. God tells Job out of the whirlwind
that Job should mind his own business, and Job responds by repenting
and promising to mend his ways.
The problem of evil arises when religious language is taken to be
descriptive language, but this is to misunderstand religious language.
When a language of love, exaggeration and obligation is translated
directly into descriptive language, then puzzles arise because the
exaggerations cannot be confined within the fixed boundaries we take for
granted when we use descriptive language. Not even ordinary superlatives are superlative enough for some of the saints, though to go beyond
superlatives is to leave the region of straightforward, reliable description.
St. Augustine, that giant of the early Christian era, probably commanded religious rhetoric as well as anyone. One paragraph which
occurs early in his Confessions illustrates clearly how religious language
goes beyond the superlative.
What art Thou then my God? what, but the Lord God? For
who is Lord but the Lord? or who is God save our God? Most
highest, most good, most potent, most omnipotent; most
merciful, yet most just; most hidden, yet most present; most
beautiful, yet most stroqg; stable, yet incomprehensible;
unchangeable, yet all-changing; never new, never old; allrenewing, and bringing age upon the proud, and they know it
not; ever working, ever at rest; still gathering, yet nothing
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lacking; supporting, filling, and overspreading; creating,
nourishing, and maturing; seeking, yet having all things. Thou
lovest, without passion; art jealous, without anxiety;
repentest, yet grievest not; art angry, yet serene; changest Thy
works, Thy purpose unchanged; receivest again what Thou
findest, yet didst never lose; never in need, yet rejoicing in
gains; never covetous, yet exacting usury. Thou receivest over
and above, that Thou mayest owe; and who hath aught that is
not Thine? Thou payest debts, owing nothing; remittest debts,
losing nothing. And what had I now said, my God, my life, my
holy joy? Or what saith any man when he speaks of Thee? Yet
woe to him that speaketh not, since mute are even the most
eloquent 6
The Augustine who wrote these lines was certainly eloquent, though
he was hardly mute. His paradoxes and super superlatives hardly fit
within the boundaries of ordinary descriptive language. John Stuart
Mill's "very powerful" God lives in a very different realm from St
Augustine's "most omnipotent'' Lord.

Notes
1

David Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (Indianapolis: The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1947}, p. 198.
2
Another possibility remains to which modems devote little, if any,
consideration. What happens if one assumes a polytheistic rather than a
monotheistic stance? The problem of evil then loses its bite. Some pious
persons implicitly adopt this position, of course, when they attribute the
evil in the world to Satan's machinations. However, those who vibrate to
Martin Luther's emphatic assertion that we "must remember that Satan is
God's Satan" cannot consistently embrace this alternative, since to make
Satan ultimate is to give up monotheism. Christian orthodoxy holds that
Satan is a fallen angel; i.e., a created being, not a god.
3
John Stuart Mill, Theism (New York: The Liberal Arts Press, Inc.,
1957), p. 45
4
It is of more than passing interest to recall here Mill's straightforward
statement in his Autobiography to the effect that he was reared (by that
dreadful father) in an atmosphere from which religion was almost
completely absent: "I am thus one of the very few examples ... of one who
has, not thrown off religious belief, but never had it: ... I looked upon the
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modem exactly as I did upon the ancient religion, as something which in
no way concerned me." John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (New York: The
Liberal Arts Press, Inc., 1957), p. 29.
This remark explains beautifully much of Mill's misunderstanding of
what religion is all about. Nevertheless, his great integrity and ethical
seriousness, combined with his remarkable innocence of traditional
Judaeo-Christian religion, make him a fascinating figure for the
philosopher of religion to study.
A further comment about Mill's "missing the point" is perhaps permissible here. I will argue shortly that religious language resembles the
language of lovers more than it resembles the language of scientists. If,
when Mill thought about religion, he had done so against the background of his feeling for Harriet Taylor, the woman he loved for many
years and who later became his wife, he might have written quite
differently about religion. His writings about religion clearly reflect the
kind of scientific orientation Mill had instilled in him by his father and by
Jeremy Bentham. His remarks about Harriet Taylor, however, are difficult to take as literal scientific descriptions. He attributes supreme worth
to her, uses only superlative adjectives, and generally feels a sense of
obligation to her. He entitled the chapter dealing with her "The Commencement of the Most Valuable Friendship of My Life...." Among her
other perfections, according to Mill, were a mind which was "a perfect
instrument," "gifts of feeling and imagination" which would have "fitted
her to be a consummate artist." There is much more of the same tenor in
what he says of her. Ibid., pp. 120-121.
5 A line of thought which seems similar to ·this appears at times in
connection with St. Thomas' proofs for the existence of God. Father
Copleston, for example, interprets Thomas's causal arguments for the
existence of God in what he calls a "vertical" rather than a "horizontal"
sense. Thomas' arguments, according to Father Copleston, do not lead to
the first member of a series of causes; instead, they lead to the cause of the
sequence of causes. Frederick Copleston, A History of Philosophy (Garden
City New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1962), II, 2, 60-61.
6 St. Augustine, The Confessions (New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1951),
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The English Musical
Renaissance
Revisited

John R. Douglas

F

ROM the recent interest in the works of English composers, and the
wave of imported pressings of such heretofore unknown composers as Tippett, Brian and Musgrave, one might wonder, if indeed, we
aren't witnessing a revival of the so-called English Musical Renaissance.
The original Renaissance began just before the tum of the century when
Sir Edward Elgar returned England to a position as a major musical
power. For the two previous centuries, during which English writers and
painters were world renowned, her composers failed to achieve similar
status. It was not that England did not have an appreciation for the
musical arts; Handel made London his home, and a long line of Europe's
finest composers-Mozart, Haydn, Mendelssohn-found appreciative
audiences and large fees for appearances in what was then and still is, one
of the great music centers of the world.
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All during the 19th century, England was unable to shake the influence
of the German masters. Her leading composer-pedagogues, Hubert
Parry and Charles V. Stanford, looked to Brahms as a model Their young
rebellious pupils, Vaughn Williams and Holst, found even Elgar too
Germanic for their tastes aud turned to the study of English folk music
(much as Bartok and Kodaly were doing in Hungary) for their inspiration. Soon a whole new school of "English" music was born, and although
its members did not tum many heads in non-English speaking countries,
they created a healthy climate for composers in their homeland.
As it did in other spheres, the Second World War closed the door on
this period of musical history which included such composers as Bax,
Bridge, Ireland, Bliss, Holst, and to some extent, even Delius and Elgar.
But, a new generation had risen, the fruits of which are just beginning to
be tasted. An excellent chronology of the English Musical Renaissance by
a man who experienced it, Peter Pirie, appeared in this country in 1980. 1
The musical delights of the pre-World War II English composers are
now becoming available again on excellent new recordings which are
appearing on the import shelves of our major recordings outlets. The
reason for the flourish of interest in these composers can be explained in
part by the redundancy of recordings of the basic repertoire. With the
availability of literally dozens of recordings of these "war horses" even
the most provincial music lover or concert programmer has had enough
of the traditional three B's or the latest electronic minimalist whizzbang
and is ready for something new, if not particularly "modem."
A new phenomenon, uniquely English, is the rise of societies, trusts
and other organizations bent upon the resurrection of the reputation of
almost every obscure composer. The Vaughn Williams' and Delius' trusts
have done much to see that the musical legacies of these composers were
successfully represented on recordings. Pressure from these groups has
led to major grants from the government to subsidize first rate recordings
of neglected English composers. 2 The giant EMI and Decca recording
companies have been instrumental in recording the more well-known
English composers but enterprising smaller companies such as Chandos,
Unicorn, and particularly Lyrita, whose English recording list is unsurpassed, have done the most for the lesser known composers.
Unlike their American counterparts who, if recorded at all, generally
wind up on obscure record labels with even more obscure orchestras and
conductors, English music has been championed by a number of leading
conductors. The late Sir Adrian Boult (1889-1983) was certainly the
godfather of native composers, having consistently recorded the most
idiomatic performances over his long career. Sir Thomas Beecham
conducted a great many premiere performances of English works, but
once launched, his interest waned. After a lengthy and ill chosen program
of British music, Sir Thomas was heard to say, "Well, I think we have
successfully paved the way this afternoon for another quarter century of
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German music!" He was, however, a lifelong exponent of his friend
Frederick Delius and recorded the bulk of Delius' compositions in what
are probably their definitive performances. Luckily, a new generation of
interpreters-Sir Charles Groves, Vernon Handley, Norman Del Mar,
Neville Marriner and Colin Davis-has come along and are breathing
real spirit into performances of their countrymen's music.
Music lovers will find hours of satisfaction listening to the works of
English composers, for they offer a refreshing change to the regular fare
of standard classics. Those who wonder if listenable music ceased with
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring (1913) will marvel at the more gradual evolution of tonal music as exhibited by composers of the English Renaissance. They need not be sorry that Debussy composed so little orchestral
music, for works of John Ireland, Granville Bantock, Frederick Delius and
other English impressionists are, in their way, every bit as satisfying.
Elgar's orchestrations out-Brahmsed the German master himself. The
folkloric themes which run through many of the works of Vaughn
Williams, Holst, Finzi and Bax fall pleasingly on the ear. There is in some
of the works, a nostalgic elegiac strain which seems to anticipate the
decline of the Empire, but others, such as Vaughn Williams' fourth
symphony, are as tough and sinewy as one would hope from a modem
composer.
I have chosen to expand upon the composers listed below because I
feel that they best represent the spirit of the English Musical Renaissance. I have excluded the present new wave of English composers such
as Peter Maxwell-Davies, Harrison Birtwistle, Alun Hoddinott and Thea
Musgrave, even though they are logically an extension of the Renaissance. They are interesting and perhaps actually deserve another article.
Only composers who have at least three major recorded works have been
included, which unfortunately excludes such historically fascinating
figures as Lord Bemers and Dame Ethel Smythe. In the following section
the arrangement is chronological by birth of the composer.
Hubert Parry, 1848-1918
Knighted, Baroneted and as Thomas Beecham said of his colleague
Malcolm Sargent, "Doctored," Parry was the high priest of musical
society in the latter part of Victoria's reign. As professor of music at
Oxford and director of the Royal College of Music, he was the teacher of
most of Britain's leading musicians. Parry is chiefly known today for his
anthem, "Jerusalem," the tune that brings a tear to the most jaded
Englishman's eye. But Parry was far more than a Victorian panjandrum as
the few recorded examples of his music attest. His collected orchestral
works on Lyrita, including An English Suite, Symphonic Variations, and Lady
Radnor's Suite, are an absolute delight! Sir Adrian Boult is in great form in
this set as he is in the album which includes Parry's fifth symphony and
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Brahms' "Elegy." The ode, "Blest Pair of Sirens," is the only release
available on domestic pressing and is aptly paired with Elgar's "The
Music Makers." A fair number of Parry's choral and song sets are available on English discs. Parry's music, long thought to be conservative,
watered down Brahms, is far more original and interesting than most
would give him credit for; he is a composer well worth getting acquainted
with.
Edward Elgar, 1857-1934
Sir Edward Elgar has for a long time suffered the same fate as Parry.
Spurned as a conservative, his Enigma Variations was the only piece
available on records for many years. Generally considered the composer
who started England's musical renaissance, Elgar was a simple, self-taught
musician who rose from rural obscurity to become one of the most
admired men of his time and a symbol of Victorian-Edwardian society.
Composer of the Pomp and Circumstance Marches, songs and anthems,
Elgar cannot help but be associated with the British Empire in all of its
glory. It is unfortunate that too many concert goers make that association
and neglect to notice what a fine composer Elgar was.
Fortunately the tide seems to be turning and recordings of all his works
are becoming available, many on domestic labels. No collection should
be without his two symphonies, the violin concerto and his best known
oratorio, The Dream of Gerontius. To listeners now accustomed to the
lengthy works of Mahler and Bruckner, Elgar's major works, once
thought overlong, seem much less formidable. There is a great deal of
charm to Elgar's "miniature" works such as "The Wand of Youth" suites,
the excerpts for the Peter Pan-like "Starlight Express," "Carrisima,"
"Elegy for Strings," and "The Sanguine Fan" ballet music. Elgar's lesser
known oratorios, The Apostles and The Kingdom are impressive, as are his
symphonic study "Falstaff," "Cockaigne Overture," and the "Sea Pictures" song-cycle. There has been a surge of concert performances of
Elgar's works in the past few years, but there is still a wealth of enjoyment
available only on recordings.
Frederick Delius, 1862-1934
Some have questioned whether Delius, born of German parentage and
living almost all of his life in France, was truly an English composer. He
was certainly the most international of English composers. The stories of
his operas take place in Switzerland (Village Romeo and Juliet); Denmark
(fennimore and Gerda); Louisiana (Koanga); and Florida (Magic Fountain).
He wrote a symphonic study of Paris, and a Florida Suite as well. A retiring
man, Delius might never have achieved recognition had it not been for
the early and lifelong support of Sir Thomas Beecham, who seemed to be,
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for a considerable time, the only musician who could bring life to Delius'
scores. Beecham, known the world over for his irreverent wit, could not
resist making a butt of his deceased friend. When a dowager inquired
after a performance of Delius' music, "Is Delius still composing?"
"No madam," Beecham replied, "he has been decomposing for 25
years."
The Village Romeo aud Juliet is a fine opera which should be done more
often, especially since it lends itself to student or semiprofessional performances. Beecham's several collections of the smaller popular works,
"Brigg Fair," "On Hearing the First Cuckoo of Spring," "On a Summer
Night," are available on good budget stereo pressings and are a must for
anyone interested in the composer. The concertos have a certain pallid
charm and the Mass of Life, and Requiem Idyll are powerful choral works.
For serious collectors, the complete works as recorded by Beecham has
recently been released by EMI and should stand as a monument to the
conductor and the composer to whom he brought world renown.

Ralph Vaughn Williams, 1872-1958
Vaughn Williams was the anointed leader of England's "new'' music
after the tum of the century. A student of Stanford and Parry, he also
studied abroad with Max Bruch and Ravel. A musician-scholar, Vaughn
Williams was a leader in research on the early English masters such as
Tallis and Byrd and perhaps his greatest work is the set of Tallis variations. In his search for authentic national music, Vaughn Williams started
the serious study of English folk music and integrated many of these
themes into his compositions. Some criticized the composer for a certain
lack of originality, but none could fault him for his technical skill in
orchestrating this material into stirring works.
Vaughn Williams wrote an impressive amount of music in all forms
including many ephemeral works for local occasions. The larger works
have all been recorded, some in competing versions, and are available on
domestic issues. Any serious collector will want to become acquainted
with the nine symphonies, the Tallis and Greensleeves fantasias, English
Folk Suite, and Job. His cantata Hodie is a fine addition to anyone's list of
Christmas favorites. For atmosphere of the English countryside, "The
lark Ascending," and the "Norfolk," and the "Fen Country" impressions
are an aural feast For a composer with agnostic tendencies, Vaughn
Williams surprisingly composed a number of moving sacred works: the
Mass in G and the Magnificat are fine examples. The choral tradition in
England has been strong since the days of William Byrd (1543-1623) and
few composers have failed to produce works in this idiom. Vaughn
Williams was a regular participant in the famous Three Choirs Festivals,
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given since 1724 by the combined choirs of the cathedrals of Gloucestor,
Worcester and Hereford. His choral works- The Sea Symphony, Toward an
Unknown Region (both with texts by Walt Whitman), Sancta Civitas,
Benedicite, and Dona Nobis Pacem-are fine examples of this form.
The folk operas, Sir John in Love and Hugh the Drover, are tuneful if
undramatic and are popular with amateur opera groups (as the composer probably intended). They make entertaining listening, however,
and are thus recommended. Pilgrim's Progress, a more ambitious opera,
will probably be most remembered for the themes which the composer
also used in his popular fifth symphony. Although not a satisfactory stage
work, Pilgrim's Progress is essential to the understanding of the
composer's musical ethos. No qualifications need be made for his
extraordinary one act opera based upon Synge's "Riders to the Sea," a
landmark in 20th century opera. Finally, Vaughn Williams has an extensive repertory of art songs; most notable are the "Songs of Travel," and
the mournful "On Wenlock Edge" song-cycle.
Gustav Holst, 1874-1934
Holst and Vaughn Williams were almost exact contemporaries, and
both owe a large debt to English folk music. Perhaps because Holst had to
support himself in a variety of lesser teaching assignments, his output is
relatively small compared to his more favored compatriot. Remembered
in this country for one of his few large works, The Planets, one would never
guess that the composer was essentially a miniaturist. He wrote numerous
suites on oriental and English folk themes which are small gems: St. Paul's
Suite; Brook Green Suite; Beni Mora Suite; and the gentle Japanese Suite. His
rousing suites for band on English themes are favorites in that literature.
He wrote two major choral works: Choral Symphony and Hymn of Jesus,
which are both available on discs conducted by Sir Adrian Boult.
Holst went through an oriental phase in which his fascinating one act
opera "Savitri" was the primary result. "Savitri" and numerous other
collections of Holst's orchestral works are conducted by his daughter
Imogen, who has made a career of keeping her father's works alive.
Holst's other one act opera, "The Wandering Scholar," has recently gone
out of print, but it can be found in numerous remainder outlets. Although
Holst composed nothing else so overpowering as The Planets, most of his
other works are as pleasing if subtler.
Havergal Brian, 1876-1972
Brian is something of a musical anomaly. Born of working class parents,
he was a rising young composer in the first decade of the century, but
dropped out of sight and was not heard of again until he was almost
eighty. During that time, while he worked at various nonmusical pursuits,
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he composed numerous symphonies, operas and incidental music. In all,
he composed thirty-two symphonies, twenty-two after the age of eighty.
Brian's style evolved greatly over the years. The early suites are very
much in the tradition of his contemporaries prior to the First World War.
The later symphonies have a craggy individuality which seems unrelenting. A Brian cult has arisen in England, centered around the Havergal
Brian Society, but I'm sure he has his American sympathizers as well.
The Lyrita recording of symphonies numbers six and sixteen is one of
the finest of the imports, done by a professional orchestra in excellent
sound.
Frank Bridge, 1879-1941
For years it seemed that Bridge would be remembered only as the
teacher of Benjamin Britten, whose Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge
has become a staple of the younger composer's most frequently performed works. Bridge was more exploratory than his contemporaries.
Peter Pirie states that Bridge seemed to be the only composer in England
who was aware of the musical revolution that was taking place in Vienna
exemplified by the music of Schoenberg and his disciples.
The Phantasm: Rhapsody for Piano and Orchestra, written in 1931, is the
best example of Bridge's more innovative style. Oration-Concerto Elegiaco
for Cello and Orchestra is a moving work in memory of the generation of
young men sacrificed in the First World War. The recording by Sir
Charles Groves of "The Sea," "Cherry Ripe," "Enter Spring'' pretty much
covers the bulk of this composer's efforts for orchestra; all are here
beautifully recorded. The chamber works of Bridge are some of his finest
compositions; the two domestic albums on the London label are
standouts. The piano sonata is also a major work in the Bridge canon. The
recently released piano quintet on the Nonesuch label would be an ideal
way for the curious listener to become acquainted with this composer.
John Ireland, 1879-1962
Ireland, born in the same year as Bridge, Cyril Scott, and Harty, was
another star pupil of Stanford at the Royal College of Music. An excellent
pianist, many of Ireland's most recognized masterpieces are for that
instrument. Like Bax, Ireland had a strong bent for the mythic-historical
landscape of the British Isles including the Channel Islands where he
spent many holidays. He also had a mystical attachment to Thomas
Hardy's Dorset country which led to his trilogy of atmospheric tone
poems, Mai-Dun, Legend, and Forgotten Rite. His concerto for piano and
orchestra may be the most distinguished piece in that form by an English
composer. Ireland's most popular pieces are his song settings to poems
by Hardy, Houseman, and Blake.
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Thanks to the John Ireland Society and Trust, most of the major works
of this composer have been captured on a series of outstanding discs
produced by Lyrita. Once again Sir Adrian Boult conducts the orchestral
selections and Ireland specialist Eric Parkin is the pianist. Along with Bax
and Bridge, Ireland was most active between the two world wars. Pirie
suggests that the decline of these composers is due to the fact that most
Englishmen and women would as soon forget this period in their history.
Time and the phonorecord have allowed us the opportunity to experience the "Renaissance" composers in better perspective.
Arnold Bax, 1883-1953
Bax referred to himself as a brazen romantic who cared little for trends
in modem music. Though not Irish, Bax had a strong identity with that
country. Much of .his musical and literary effort (his literary works
appeared under the pseudonym Dermot O'Byme) dealt with Celtic
mythology. The three tone poems, Tintagel, Garden of Fand, and November
Woods, are masterworks in this genre evoking wondrous seascapes and
brooding countrysides. The composer visited Russia in 1910 and the
music of that country echoes in his early symphonies and piano music.
Bax composed his seven symphonies in the period between the two
world wars; they are indeed a prodigious accomplishment. The rhapsodic melodies of these works tend to overwhelm their structure, but like
the tone poems, they reflect interesting musical landscapes which reward
the listener. Bax composed numerous chamber works and piano pieces
which are worthy of attention. He was knighted in 1937 and was later
appointed Master of the King's (now Queen's) Musick.
George Butterworth, 1885-1916
Butterworth's collected works are relatively so few and their nature so
delicate that one hesitates to include him in this compendium. Butterworth, who was killed in France in 1916, symbolized the great tragedy
that is reflected in so many of the works of the composers who survived
the Great War. His music epitomizes the pastoral strain that was a key element in the music of this period. There is no lack of good recordings of his
orchestral pieces: Two English Idylls, The Shropshire Lad Rhapsody, and The
Banks of the Green Willow. His settings of "Bredon Hill," "A Shropshire
Lad" and other Houseman poems are English classics.
Arthur Bliss, 1891-1975
Sir Arthur Bliss, who followed Bax as Master of the King's (Queen's)
Musick, started his career as something of a rebel, but, like his colleague
William Walton, he eventually returned to the more comfortable English
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styles of Elgar and Vaughn Williams. Bliss' feelings for the dramatic were
employed in his numerous fanfares and ceremonial pieces for the royal
patrons and particularly in his excellent ballet scores, Checkmate, Adam
Zero, and Miracle of the Gorbals. His film music for H. G. Wells' Things to
Come, and Men of Two Worlds, are classics of their kind. Of the large scale
orchestral works, Bliss' Colour Symphony is a standout. His piano concerto,
given its premiere during British Week at the New York World's Fair in
1939, is a listenable work which is still occasionally heard in the concert

hall
With the encouragement of Benjamin Britten and the great cellist
Rostropovich, Bliss composed his cello concerto in 1970. "Morning
Heroes," an elegiac work, written as a tribute to his brother and all who
fell in the First World War is one of Bliss' more moving pieces. Far from a
pompous English stereotype, Bliss was a man of the world (his father was
American, as was his wife) whose humor and musicianship are reflected
in his works. He and Walton, although not overly experimental, were
more forward looking than the previous generation of English
composers.

Ernest Moeran, 1894-1950

Moeran's name, unlike most of the others in this anthology, will
probably not bring a flicker of recognition among music lovers. This is
unfortunate because his works are as tuneful, lively and well crafted as
the best of the Renaissance group. Moeran, whose activity seemed to gain
momentum toward the end of his relatively short life, composed a
number of orchestral works of merit His Symphony in G Minor is most
unjustly neglected. Fortunately Boult has made a superb recording of it.
Moe ran's concerti for violin and cello and the Rhapsody for Piano are fresh,
spontaneous, and bring out the best of their respective instruments. The
cello works, including the chamber pieces, were composed for his wife,
Peers Coetmore. All of the works listed will bring enjoyment to the
adventurous listener.
Gerald Finzi, 1901-1956.

Listening to Finzi, of all the English composers of the period, has given
this writer the most personal satisfaction. Finzi suffered poor health,
which may have contributed to his place on the fringes of musical life in
England, a life which was dominated by his friend and mentor Vaughn
Williams. Like Vaughn Williams, Finzi captures the essense of English
folk music. The orchestral works are finely crafted miniatures for the
most part, the only exception being his cello concerto and the choral ode,
Intimations of Immortality. All of his works in this genre reveal masterly
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orchestrations for strings and have a sparkling lyrical quality that reminds
one of Holst.
Finzi' s greatest contributions were his settings for voice. Of the
numerous English composers who added to the output of the English art
song, and there were many, Finzi stands out as the Schubert of the
English song composers. Unlike Schubert, Finzi had fine taste in his
selection of poets, his favorite being Thomas Hardy, among whose works
he found a full range of human emotions. The Hardy song cycles, "Earth
and Air and Rain," "A Young Man's Exhortation," 1 Said to Love,"
"Before and After Summer," are a treasure-trove of material both for
admirers of Hardy and the art song. The songs composed to Shakespeare,
Milton and Wordsworth texts bring new dimensions to these classics.
The larger works for chorus and orchestra-Ode for St. Cecilia, Dies Natal is,
In Terra Pax, and the aforementioned Intimations of Immortality-swell with
melody and emotion.
11

Edmund Rubbra, 1901-

Rub bra's love of polyphonic music caused Peter Pirie to refer to him as
a medievalist. This charge is best exemplified perhaps by his "Improvisations on Virginal Pieces by Giles Farnaby." Another late bloomer, Rub bra
did not get going as a composer until after the Second World War. From
what is available of his many recorded major works, one might wonder
why he is not better known. The benefits of his works are more intellectual than emotional, but they never-the-less have a welcome accessibility. The Rubbra symphonies with which I am familiar have a
Mahlerian quality, certainly a novel trait among English composers.

William Walton, 1902-1983

Sir William Walton, whose eightieth birthday was celebrated by a spate
of new recordings, has suffered none of the problems of international
recognition that blind the music community to many of the composers
mentioned above. From his early years, as a friend of the Sitwells' (who
led him to the farcical Facade for poet and orchestra) to recognition as his
country's leading symphonist since Vaughn Williams, Walton has been in
the public eye. From Walton on, we see the decline of the more traditional elements of the English style. His music, though modern in tone
and style, still cleaves to the mainstream that owes more to Elgar than
Stravinsky or Schoenberg. Walton, whose career extended over a period
of sixty years composed relatively few works but most of them have
become repertory items.
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Lennox Berkeley, 1903Sir Lennox Berkeley studied music in Paris with Nadia Boulanger and
his music reflects his Gallic sympathies. Berkeley is frequently bracketed
with Rawsthome, and the similarities in their respective careers would
support this position. Both studied in France and their output runs along
similar formal lines. Each wrote three symphonies, assorted concertos
and chamber works.

William Alwyn, 1905Alwyn is the complete renaissance man who is an accomplished
painter, connoisseur of art, poet, writer, and linguist. As much of his life
was spent near the sea, his music reminds one of the sort of sea pictures
created by Arnold Bax. He first came to prominence as a film music
composer (he wrote the scores for over fifty films) and has lately devoted
himself to extended symphonies. These symphonies, all conducted by
the composer, are available on excellent recordings from Lyrita. Alwyn is
a master orchestrator who weaves melodies into structured forms which
are pleasing to the mind and ear. I particularly recommend his third
symphony; it is original without being avant-garde.

Michael Tippett, 1905Since the passing of Benjamin Britten, Tippett has risen from relative
obscurity to become England's leading composer. His output is almost as
extensive as Britten's, comprising all forms (operas, symphonies,
quartets, piano sonatas) each bearing a stamp of originality. Tippett's
works are performed in this country with increasing regularity and his
music on recordings is the best one could hope for, thanks mainly to the
conductor Sir Colin Davis. Tippett proves that one need not resort to
atonalism to create fresh and intellectually stimulating modem works.
His opera, Midsummer Marriage, is a visionary work full of rich magical
sounds and brilliant writing for the chorus. The composer's interest in the
American blues idiom as shown in the oratorio A Child of Our Time. The
Symphony Number Three and The Knot Garden are further examples of his
eclecticism. The concerto for double string orchestra is one of the most
beautiful works for strings written in this century, and the sonatas for
piano give the listener an insight into the composer's musical development Unlike many of his contemporaries, Tippett's music becomes more
experimental as he grows older.
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Alan Rawsthorne, 1905-1971
Rawsthorne was a recognized and popular composer during his
lifetime but seems to have gone into eclipse since his death a decade ago.
He studied piano under Egon Petri, and some of his finer works, two
concertos and numerous chamber works, utilize that instrument. Of his
three symphonies, only the first is still available on a disc, coupled with
his outstanding work, Symphonic Studies. Rawsthorne's English roots are
difficult to discern; his music owes more to Hindemith and Roussel than
to any of his English predecessors.
Benjamin Britten, 1913-1976

Benjamin Britten's music is about as well known in this country as that
of any other twentieth century composer. It is basically conservative with
enough novel and unexpected features to satisfy those audiences who
lean toward the modern. As with most English composers going back to
Dowland and Purcell, Britten has excelled in vocal forms. His operas have
attracted an international following which makes him the most often
performed composer in this genre since Richard Strauss and Puccini.
Britten and his public have benefitted greatly from the development of
the long playing record and the support of England's Decca Records
which has documented each new work in excellent performances under
the direction of the composer. The bulk of these recordings has 'been
available in this country for some time. Those collectors who do not have
Britten's operas-Midsummer Night's Dream, Albert Herring, Owen
Windgrave, Turn of the Screw, Curlew River, Burning Fiery Furnace, Prodigal
Son, and the composer's own version of Peter Grimes, featuring his friend
and associate Peter Pears-will have to resort to imported editions, as the
American issues on London Recoras have been deleted.

Malcolm Arnold, 1921This essay should logically end with Benjamin Britten, but I can't resist
adding the popular Malcolm Arnold who has a number of listings in the
Schwann Catalog which are not available in England! Arnold's symphonies are robust and colorful if not always profound. His orchestral
suites on folk elements, "English Dances," ~~cornish Dances," and
"Scottish Dances," are lively fillers on symphonic discs. Arnold's instrument is the trumpet and his music for brass-Quintet, op. 73, and
Symphony for Brass, op. 123-are ideal showcases for brass players. Arnold
won an Oscar in 1951 for the film score of"The Bridge on the River Kwai."
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The essence of the Renaissance, that which made it uniquely English,
had pretty much run its course by the end of World War II. After fifty
years of isolation, composers such as Britten and Tippett bridged the gap
which allowed a new generation to merge with the mainstream of
international music.
It is difficult to chart the ins and outs of the musical public's taste. To
quote Sir Thomas Beecham, "The English may not like music, but they
absolutely love the noise it makes." We can be grateful, whatever the
reasons, that the compositions of English composers from the years
1890-1945 have become almost fashionable. Thanks to Edison's phonograph and its digital descendants, we can discover and delight in the
works of the English Renaissance composers. They might not often storm
the heavens but they do offer a world of earthly delights.

The Recordings
The recordings below are all taken from the English Gramophone
Classical Catalog or the Schwann-1 Record and Tape Guide. If a recording is
listed in both catalogs, only the U.S. issue will be indicated. This is a
selected list, and to make it more useful I have starred the discs which
represent, in my opinion, the best or most representative of the
composer's works and therefore the most likely for an initial purchase.
Recordings are listed in Gramophone Catalog format. Consult the catalog
for abbreviation list and prices:

Hubert Parry

Symphony no. 3 ("English'). Luxemburg Orch., Hegar. (3 discs including
works by Brian and Foulds) Forlane UM 3529-31
*Symphony no. 5. LPO, Boult. EMI ASD 3726
*English Suite. LSO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 48
Blest Pair of Sirens. LPO, Boult. Vanguard 71225
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Edward Elgar

*Enigma Variations (with Cockaigne Overture). LSO, Davis. Phillips Festivo
6570188

*Concerto for Cello. Philh. Du Pre., Barbirolli. Angel S 36338
*Concerto for Violin. New Philh., Menuhin, Boult. AngelS 36330
*Falstaff (with Sanguine Fan). LPO, Boult. EMI 2970
Serenade for Strings (with Introduction and Allegro). St. Martins Acad.,
Marriner. Argo ZRG 573

*Pomp and Circumstance Marches (with Froissart Overt.). Philh., Barbirolli.
AngelS 3643

Sea Pictures (song cycle). LSO, Janet Baker, Barbirolli. Angel S 36796
Music Makers. Philh., Janet Baker, Boult. Vanguard 71225
*Symphony No. 1. LPO, Boult. AngelS 37240
*Symphony No. 2. LPO, Boult. Angel S 37218
Wand of You~h Suites (2). LPO, Boult. EMI ASD 2356
Elgar Miniatures. RPO, Collingwood. EMI/ESD 7068
*Dream ofGerontius (oratorio). Halle,J. Baker, R. Lewis, K. Borg, Barbirolli.
HMV SLS 770 (2 discs)

Apostles (oratorio). LPO, Boult (various singers) HMV SLS 976 (3 discs)
The Kingdom (oratorio). LPO, Boult (various singers) HMV SLS 939 (2
discs)

Light of Life (oratorio). Liv.PO, Groves. EMI ASD 3952
Starlight Express (excerpts). Bournemouth Orch., Hurst. Chandos CBR
1001

Caractacus (cantata). Liv.PO, Groves (various singers) HMV SLS 998 (3
discs)

Frederick Delius

Concerto for Cello. RPO, DuPre, Sargent. AngelS 36285
Concerto for Piano. LSO, Kars, Gibson. London STS 15503
Concerto for Violin. RPO, Menuhin, Davies. AngelS 37262
•Florida Suite; Dance Rhapsody no. 2; Over the Hills. RPO, Beecham.
Seraphim S 60212

•on Hearing the First Cuckoo in Spring; Song before Sunrise; Summer Night on
the River; Brigg Fair. RPO, Beecham. Seraphim S 60185
•summer Night on the River; Koanga; La Calinda; Hassan Intermezzo and
Serenade; Late Swallows. Halle., Barbirolli. Angel S36588
Walk in Paradise Garden; Fennimore and Gerda; Intermezzo; Air and Dance. St
Martins, Marriner. Argo ZRG 875

Requiem; IdylL RPO, Davies. Seraphim S 60147
•Mass of Life. RPO, Groves (various singers) HMV SLS 958 (2 discs)
North Country Sketches. RPO, Groves. AngelS 37140
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The Magic Fountain. BBC, Del Mar (various singers). 2 Arabesque 8121L
Songs of Sunset. RPO, Forrester, Cameron, Beecham. Arabesque 8026
Sonatas for Violin and Piano (3). Dean, Hancock. Sine Qua Non 2037
*Sir Thomas Beecham set, including Village Romeo and Juliet; lrmelin
Prelude; Song before Sunrise; Summer Night on the River; Song of the High
Hills. World SHB 54 (6 discs)
Ralph Vaughn Williams

Symphonies (9). LPO, Boult (as follows):
*No. 1 "Sea Symphony" (with Wasps). 2 AngelS 3739
*No. 2 "London". Angel S 36838
No. 3 "Pastoral" (with Fen Country). Angel S 36532
No.4 (with Norfolk Rhapsody). AngelS 36557
*No.5 (with Serenade to Music). AngelS 36698
No. 6 (with Lark Ascending). AngelS 36469
No. 7 "Antarctica". Angel S 36763
No.8 (with Concerto for Two Pianos). AngelS 36625
No.9 (with Fantasy on the Old 104th). AngelS 36742
*Fantasia on a Theme by Tallis (with Greensleeves; Lark Ascending; Dives and
Lazarus). St. Martins Acad., Marriner. Argo ZRG 696
Flos Campi (with Oxford Elegy). Kings College, Willcocks. AngelS 36699
*Hodie (cantata). Kings College, Willcocks. AngelS 36297
*Job (a masque for dancing). LSO, Boult AngelS 36773
Mass in G. Eng. Chamber Orch., Willcocks. Angel S 36590
Sancta Civitas: Benedicite. Kings College, Willcocks. AngelS 36751
Toward the Unknown Region (with Dona Nobis Pacem). LPO, Boult. AngelS
36972
*Riders to the Sea (with Magnificat). Ambrosian Singers, Davies. AngelS
36819
Hugh the Drover (various singers) RPO, Groves. 2 Angel SZX 3879
Sir John in Love (various singers) New Philh., Davies. HMV SLS 980 (3
discs)
Pilgrim's Progress (various singers) LPO & Chor., Boult. HMV SLS 959 (3
discs)
On Wenlock Edge (song cycle) (with Warlock's Curlew, Partridge ten.) with
orch. Arabesque 8018
Songs of Travel. Tear (ten.) Argo ZRG 732

Gustav Holst

*The Planets. LPO, Boult. Angel S 36420
•st. Paul's Suite (with Brook Green Suite; Fugal Concerto; Nocturne). Eng. Ch.
Orch., Holst. Lyrita SRCS 34
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Choral Symphony. LPO, Boult. EMI SAN 354
Suites for Band (2). Eastman Wind Ens., Fennell. Telarc 5038
Concerto for 2 Violins and Orch. (with Capriccio; Golden Goose). Eng. Ch.
Orch., Holst. Lyrita SRCS 44
•savitri (chamber opera) (various singers). Eng. Ch. Orch., Holst. Argo
ZNF6

Hymn to Jesus. LSO, Groves AngelS 37455
Havergal Brian

•symphonies 6 and 16. LPO, Fredman. Lyrita SRCS 67
Symphonies 8 and 9. Liv.PO, Groves. EMI ASD 3486
English Suite no.1 (with Dr. Merryheart Overture; Fantastic Variations). Hull
Youth Orch., Heald-Smith. Parnote/Cameo GOCLP 9010
Frank Bridge

"'The Sea (symphonic suite) (with Cherry Ripe; Enter Spring; Lament for
String Orch.). Liv.PO, Groves. EMI ASD 3190
"'Phantasm for Piano and Orch. Wallfisch (piano) LPO, Brathwaite. Lyrita
SRCS 91
Suite for String Orch. (with Roger de Coverly; Sally in Our Alley). LPO, Boult.
Lyrita SRCS 73
Noveletten for String Quartet. Gabrieli Qt London STS 15439
•sonata for Cello. Rostropovich (cello) Britten (piano) London 6649
Sonata for Piano. Guneyman (piano) Finnadar 9031
Partsongs (various) Halsey Singers. Pavilion SHE551
Piano Quintet (with Phantasie Trio) Music Group of London Nonesuch
71405
John Ireland

"'London Overture (with Epic March; Concertina: Holy Boy; Downland Suite).
LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 31
"'Legend for Piano and Orch. (Forgotten Rite; Mai-Dun; Satyricon Overt).
C. Parkin (piano) LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 32
Overlanders Suite (with Scherzo and Cortege; Tritons; Symphonic Studies).
LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 45
Piano Trios (3). Neaman, Webber, Parkin. Lyrita SRCS 98
Sonata for Cello (with Sextet and Clarinet Sonata). Navarra (cello) Parkin
(piano) Lyrita SRCS 59
Sonatas (2) for Violin. Neaman (violin) Parkin (piano) Lyrita SRCS 64
Piano Music. Parkin Lyrita SRCS 87, 88, 89
•songs. B. Luxon (bt.) Parkin. Lyrita SRCS 65, 66
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Arnold Bax

Symphony No. 1. LPO, Fredman. Lyrita SRCS 53
Symphony No. 2. LPO, Fredman. Lyrita SRCS 54
*Symphony No.5. LPO, Leppard. Lyrita SRCS 58
Symphony No. 6. New Philh., Del Mar. Lyrita SRCS 35
Symphony No. 7. LPO, Leppard. Lyrita SRCS 83.
*Garden of Fand (with Northern Ballad; Mediterranean; Tintagel). LPO, Boult.
Lyrita SRCS 62

November Woods. LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 37
Legend Sonata for Cello and Piano (with Sonatina for Cello and Piano). F.
Hooton (cello) W. Parry (piano) Lyrita SRCS 6

Piano Sonata No. 1. Loveridge. Lyrita SRCS 10
Piano Music. Loveridge. Lyrita. SRCS 26
George Butterworth

*Shropshire Lad Rhapsody (with Two English Idylls). St. Martins Acad.,
Marriner. Argo ZRG 860

•shropshire Lad-Songs (with Bredon Hill). B. Luxon (bt.) Argo ZRG 838.

Arthur Bliss

•colour Symphony (with "Things to Come" music). RPO, Groves. EMI
ASD 3418

Concerto for Cello and Orch. (with Miracle of the Gorbals ballet music).
Boumemouth S 0., Noras (cello) Berglund. EMI ASD 3342
•concerto for Piano and Orch. Liv.PO., Fowke (piano) Atherton. Unicorn
DI<P 9006
Morning Heroes, Symphony for Orator, Chorus and Orch. Liv. PO., Groves.
EMI ESD 7133
Hymn to Apollo (with Prayer to the Infant Jesus; Rout; Serenade). LSO, Bliss.
Lyrita SRCS 55
Checkmate, ballet suite (withAdamZeroSuite). Uv.PO.,Handley.EMIASD
3687

Ernest Moeran

*Concerto for Cello and Orch. (with Rhapsody No. 3; Overture). Coetmore
(cello) LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 43

Concerto for Violin and Orch. Georgiadis (violin) LSO, Handley. Lyrita
SRCS 105
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•symphony in G. New Philh., Boult. Lyrita SRCS 70
Cello Sonata (with Other pieces for cello and piano). Coetmore (cello). Lyrita
SRCS 42

Rhapsody for Piano and Orch. (with Phantasm by Bridge), J. McCabe (piano).
Lyrita SRCS 91

Ludlow town, song cycle (with other English songs). G. Trew (bt.) Vignoles
(piano) Meridian E77031-2 (2 discs)
Gerald Finzi

•cello Concerto. Ma(cello) RPO, Handley. Lyrita SRCS 112
•concerto for Clarinet (with Ecologue for Piano and Strings; Grand Fantasia for
Piano and Orch.). Denman (clarinet) NewPhilh., Handley. Lyrita SRCS
92

Romance for String Orch. (with Introit for Violin and Orch.; Nocturne; Prelude;
Severn Rhapsody-all for string orch.). LPO, Boult. Lyrita SRCS 84
*Before and After Summer, songs (with "I Said to Love"; "Till Earth
Outwears"). Tear (ten.) Case (bt.) Ferguson (piano) Lyrita SRCS 38

Earth, Air and Rain, songs (with Young Man's Exhortation). Case (bt.)
Ferguson (piano) Lyrita SRCS 51

*Dies Natalis, cantata (with For St. Cecilia). Langride, LSO and Chor.,
Hickox. Argo ZRG 896

Intimations of Immortality (ode). Partridge (ten.) Guildford PO and Chor.,
Handley. Lyrita SRCS 75

Edmund Rubbra

Symphony No. 2 (with Festival Overture). New Philh., Handley. Lyrita
SRCS 96

Symphony No. 5 (with Bliss' Checkmate). Melbourne SO., Schonzler.
Chandos ABR 1018

•symphony No. 7 (with Soliloquy for Cello and Orch.). LPO, Boult. Lyrita
SRCS 119

Symphony No. 6 and 8. Philh., Del Mar. Lyrita SRCS 127

William Walton

Symphony No. 1. Uv.PO, Handley. Nonesuch 71394
Symphony No. 2 (with Hindemith Variations). Cleveland SO., Szell.
Odyssey Y 33519

Balshazzar's Feast (with Improvisations). Shirley-Quirk (bt.) LSO, Previn.
Angel S 36861
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Concerto for Violin and Orch. (with Viola Concerto). Menuhin, New Philh.,
Walton. AngelS 36719

Facade. Ashcroft. Scofield Lond. Sin£. Walton. Argo ZRG 649
Henry the V; Hamlet and Richard III (film suites). Philh., Walton. Seraphim

s 60205

Concerto for Cello and Orch. Tortelier (cello) Boumemouth SO., Berglund.
EMI ASD 2924

Sinfonia Concertante for Piano and Orch. (with Scapino Over.; Capriccio;
Burlesco). I<atin (piano) LSO, Walton. Lyrita SRCS 49
Troilus and Cressida (opera). (various singers) Roy. Op. Orch., Foster
HMV SLS 997

Lennox Berkeley

•symphony No.1 (with second piano concerto). LPO, Del Mar. Lyrita SRCS
80

Symphony No. 2 (with Piano Concerto, op. 29). Wilde (piano) LPO,
Braithwaite. Lyrita SRCS 94

Symphony No. 3. LPO, Berkeley. Lyrita SRCS 57
Serenade for Strings (with Partita; Sinfonia Concertante; Divertimento). LPO,
Berkeley. Lyrita SRCS 74

Concerto for Violin (with Williamson violin concerto) Menuhin (violin)
Menuhuin Fest. Orch., Boult Musical Heritage Society MHS 4513
William Alwyn

Symphony No. 1. LPO, Alwyn. Lyrita SRCS 86
Symphony No. 2 (with Sfnfonietta). LPO, Alwyn. Lyrita SRCS 85
•symphony No.3 (with Magic Island). LPO, Alwyn. Lyrita SRCS 63
Symphony No.4 (with Symphony. No.5). LPO, Alwyn. Lyrita SRCS 76
Concerto for Harp (with Concerto Grosso No.2). Ellis (harp) LPO, Alwyn.
Lyrita SRCS 108

Naiades-Fantasy for Flute and Htlrp (with Divertimento). Hyde-Smith
(flute) Lyrita SRCS 61

Michael Tippett

•symphony No. 1 (with Suite in D). LSO, Davis. Philips 9500 107
Symphony No. 2. LSO, Davis. Argo ZRG 535
Symphony No.3. LSO, Davis. Ppilips 6500-662
Symphony No. 4. (with Suite in D). Chicago SO, Solti. London LOR 71046
•concerto for Double String Orch. (with Little Music for Strings). St. Martins
Acad., Marriner. Argo ZRG 680
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"'A Child of Our Time (oratorio). (various singers) BBC, Davis, Philips 6500
985

Midsummer Marriage, ritual dances (with Britten's Sea Interludes). Roy. Op.
Orch., Davis. Philips Seq. 6527112

String Quartet No. 1 (with String Quartet Nos. 2 and 3). Undsay Qt. Decca
OSLO 10

Sonata No. 1 for Piano. Hamilton (piano) Lyrita SRCS 55
King Priam (opera). (various singers) Lon. Sin£. & Chor. 3 London LOR
73006

"'Midsummer Marriage (opera). Roy. Op. Orch., Davis. Philips 6703 027 (3
discs)

Knot Garden (opera). Roy. Op. Orch., Davis. Philips 6700 063 (2 discs)
Alan Rawsthorne

Symphony No.1 (with Symphonic Studies). LPO, Pritchard. Lyrita SRCS 90
"'Concerto for Piano No. 1 (with Piano Concerto No.2). Binns (piano) LSO,
Braithwaite. Lyrita SRCS 101 .
Practical Cats for Narrator and Orch. (T. S. Eliot text). R Donat, Rawsthome,
Philh. Orch. Angel 37972

Benjamin Britten

Spring Symphony (various singers). LSO, Previn. AngelS 37562
Simple Symphony. St. Martins Acad., Marriner. Angel S 36883
"'Serenade for Tenor, Horn and Strings (with Illuminations). LSO, Pears,
Tuckwell, Britten. London 26161

"'Sea Interludes and Passacaglia (with Sinfonia da Requiem). LSO, Previn.
AngelS 37142

Symphony for Cello and Orch. Rostropovich (cello) Eng. Ch. Orch. Britten.
London 6419

"'Variations on a Theme of Frank Bridge (with Young People's Guide to the
Orch.). Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. London 6671
Concerto for Piano and Orch. (with Violon Concerto, Lubotsky). Richter
(piano) Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. London 6723

String Quartet No. 1 (with String Qt. No.2). Allegri Qt. London STS 15303
"'War Requiem (various singers). LSO & Chor., Britten. 2-London 1255
"'Peter Grimes (various singers). Roy. Op. Orch., Davis. 3-Philips 6769014
"'Billy Budd (various singers). LSO, Britten. 3-London 1390
"'Death in Venice (various singers). Eng. Ch. Orch., Bedford. 3-London
13109

Albert Herring (various singers). Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. Decca SET 274/6
Owen Windgrave (various singers). Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. Decca SET
501/2
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Midsummer Night's Dream (various singers). LSO, Britten. Decca SET
338/40

Rape of Lucretia (various singers). Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. Decca SET
492/3

Turn of the Screw (various singers), Eng. Op. Gp., Britten. Decca GOM 560
Prodigal Son (various singers) (with Burning Firey Furnace; Curlew River).
Eng. Ch. Orch., Britten. Decca 1BB 188101

Ceremony of the Carols (with Missa Brevis; St Cecelia). Kings Coli. Cho.,
Willcocks. Seraphim S 60217
Malcolm Arnold

Sympony No. 1. Bournemouth SO, Arnold. EMI ASD 3868
Symphony No. 2 (with English Dances). Bournemouth SO, Groves. EMI
ASD 3353

•symphony No.3 (with Scottish Dances). LPO, Arnold. Desto 6448
Symphony No.5 (with Peterloo Overture). Birmingham SO, Arnold. EMI
ASD 2878

Sinfonietta No. 1 (with Sinfonietta No. 2; Concerto for Flute; Concerto for Flute
and Strings). Solum (Flute) Philh., Dilkes. EMI ASD 3487
*Concerto for Guitar. Bream (guitar) Melos Ens. RCA AGL 1-3883
Quintet for Brass. Jones Ens. Argo ZRG 655
Symphony for Brass. Jones Ens. Argo ZRG 906

Notes
1

Peter J. Pirie, The English Musical Renaissance: Twentieth Century British
Composers and Their Works (New York, St. Martins, 1980).
2

John R. Douglas, "Musician and Composer Societies: A World Directory," Notes, 34 (1) 39-51, September, 1977.
3
_ _ _ "Publications Devoted to Individual Musicians," Bulletin of
Bibliography, 33 (3) 135-139, April, 1976.
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Notes on Contributors

Hobert W. Bums retired as Academic Vice President and Professor of
Philosophy at San Jose to become the interim President of Sonoma State
University.
John R. Douglas, whose degrees were awarded by Denver University,
has published articles on music in this and other journals. Curator of the
Steinbeck Research Center and a reference librarian at San Jose State,
Douglas is known as a wine-maker, a cinema mogul and a founding
member of the Bach Dancing and Dynamite Society.
BeHy La Duke, Professor of Art at Southern Oregon State College, is also
a painter and printmaker. She has shown and presented her works in
cities as various as San Francisco, New York and Washington, D.C. Her
articles on feminist and revolutionary art have been widely disseminated.
Robert E. Larsen has had articles in the Journal of the History of Ideas and the
Journal of Religion. Having earned the M.A. and Ph.D. from the University
of Minnesota, he is a Professor of Humanities at San Jose at present.
Hank Lazer was born one block east of the Rose Garden, grew up, and
went to school in San Jose. A much published younger poet, Lazer was
granted the doctorate by the University of Virginia. Currently, he is an
Assistant Professor of English at the University of Alabama.
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